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"THIS volume reveals the fact that the staff of the KEY has gone forth 
1
 enthusiastically and skillfully and has unlocked and locked the hap¬ 
penings of the University year 1937-38. The manner of their work is 
such that it makes the events of the year conveniently available to us 
both now and in the future when they will be treasured even more 
highly than now. This history has its humorous side. It pictures us at 
play and at work and shows clearly the opportunities for service that 
are ours. Our new facilities are featured and appraised and our pro¬ 
jected undertakings awaited in a most appreciative way. The year on 
the campus has been, we trust, profitable and happy. In the world at 
large it has been peculiar and dangerous. We have been given oppor¬ 
tunities and opportunities should naturally carry responsibilities. May 
it be that our work here will prepare us to assume not less than our 
share of such responsibilities. The KEY Staff is to be congratulated on 
its work. 
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R. G. HARSHMAN 
B.S., A.M. 
J. R. OVERMAN 
R.S., A.M., Ph.D. 
CLYDE HISSONG 
R.S., A.M., Ph.D. 
DEANS 
College of Education     ------------ Hissong 
College of Liberal Arts       ----------- Overman 
College of Business Administration   -------- Harshman 
Women       ---------------- Sharp 
Men             -----------..... Jordan 
MAUDE SHARP 
B.S., A.B., A.M. 





A.B., Miami University; A.M., University of Chi¬ 
cago; Graduate Student, Columbia University; 
B.G.S.U.,  1923 
NELLIE A. OGLE 
A. B., Iowa; Normal Certificate, Gregg School, 
Chicaoo; Graduate Student, Iowa and Chicago; 
B.G.S.U., 1926 
JOSEPH  E. SHAFER 
A.B.,   DePauw   University;   A.M.,   Ph.   D.,   Univer¬ 
sity of Wisconsin; B.G.S.U.,   1935 
CLAYTON C. KOHL 
Ph.B.,   Ohio    State;    Ph.M.,    Ph.D.,    New    York; 
B.G.S.U.,   1920 
LUELLA TRESSMAN 
B.S.,   M.A.,   Ph.D.,   University   of   Minne¬ 
sota; B.G.S.U.,   1937 
CLARE MARTIN 
B.S.,  A.M.,  Ph.D., Ohio State;  B.G.S.U.,   1923 
GAY WILSON ALLEN 
A.B., A.M.,   Duke   University;   Ph.D.,   University  of 
Wisconsin;   B.G.S.U.,   1935 
REA McCAIN 
A.B.,   National   Normal   University;  A.M.,  Colum¬ 
bia;   Ph.D.,   New York  University;  B.G.S.U.,   1914 
LEON  E. PAULEY 
A.B., Wichita University; B.M., Kansas Univer¬ 
sity; A.M., Teachers College, Columbia Univer¬ 
sity; Voice Pupil of Alexander Kisselburgh and 
Louis Graveure; Instructor in Music, State Teach¬ 
ers  College,   Denton, Texas;  B.G.S.U.,   1930 
FRANK C. OGG 
A.B., New Mexico; A.M., Ph.D., Illinois; B.G.S.U., 
1931 
ANNA N. GRYTING 
A.B., University of Minnesota; A.M., Columbia 
University; Graduate Student, University of North 
Dakota;   B.G.S.U.,   1927 
W. HEINLIN  HALL 
A.B.,  Muskingum College;  B.G.S.U.,   1936 
CHARLES F. CHURCH, JR. 
A.B.,  A.M.,   Iowa;   Graduate  Student,   Columbia; 
B.G.S.U.,   1924 
FLORENCE BAIRD 
A.B., A.M., Ohio State; B.S., Bowling Green State 
University; Graduate Study in Mexico; B.G.S.U., 
1925 
PAUL LANDIS 
A.B.,  Oberlin; A.M.,  Columbia;  B.G.S.U.,   1925 
H. C. WITHERINGTON 
Ph.B.,     A.M.,     Ph.D.,     University     of     Chicago; 
B.G.S.U.,   1931 
RUTH M. BOURNE 
A.B.,   A.M.,   Indiana;   Ph.D.,  Yale;  B.G.S.U.,   1931 
SAMUEL MAYFIELD 
B.S.,     A.B.,     Berea     College;     Ph.S.,     Chicago; 
B.G.S.U.,   1936 
/
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CECIL L. REW 
Ph.B.,   Chicago;   A.M., 
1935. 
Ph.D.,    Illinois;   B.G.S.U. 
MARGUERITE B. CARPENTER 
B.S., Columbia; A.M., University of Hawaii; 
Graduate, Bryand-Stratton Business College, Bos¬ 
ton; Further Graduate S+udy, University of Chi¬ 
cago, Columbia University and Harvard Univer¬ 
sity;  B.G.S.U.,   1937 
E. C. POWELL 
B.S.,  A.M., Ohio  State;  B.G.S.U.,   1923 
BENTON  HARRIS WILCOX 
A.B., Union College; A.M.,  University of Nebras¬ 
ka; Ph.D.,  University of Wisconsin; B.G.S.U.,   1937 
RICHARD MORTON TUNNICLIFFE 
Two-Year Diploma, State Teachers College, Osh- 
kosh, Wisconsin; A.B., University of Wisconsin; 
A.M., Teachers College, Columbia University; 
Diploma, Crane Normal Institute of Music, Pots¬ 
dam, New York; Extensive Study of Piano, Organ 
and Voice, Minneapolis, Chicago, and New York; 
B.G.S.U.,   1920 
JAMES  R.  INMAN 
B.S.,   Bowling   Green   State   University;   B.G.S.U. 
1937 
B.  F.  NORDMANN 
A.B.,   Leland    Stanford    University;   A.M.,    Ph.D., 
University   of   Illinois;   B.G.S.U.,    1929 
LEWIS F. MANHART 
B.S., Bowling Green State University; A.M., Ohio 
State University; Graduate Student, Ohio State 
University;  B.G.S.U.,   1937 
LEON  B. SLATER 
A.B., Olivet College; A.M. 
Michigan; B.G.S.U.,  1932 
Ph.D.,   University  of 
J. W. CARMICHAEL 
A.B.,A.M., University of Michigan; Graduate Stu¬ 
dent,  New  York   University;   B.G.S.U.,   1919 
MERRILL C. McEWEN 
Student, Clarkson College, Potsdam, New York; 
Dipoma, Crane Institute of Music, Potsdam, New 
York; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin; 
B.S., Teachers College, Columbia University; 
A.M., Ohio State  University;  B.G.S.U.,   1928 
C. GLENN SWANSON 
A.B.,   A.M.,   Colorado   Teachers   College;    Ph.D. 
Now York   University;  B.G.S.U.,   1934 
FLORENCE LITCHFIELD 
A.B.,    A.M.,     Ph.D.,     University    of     Minnesota; 
B.G.S.U.,  1936 
GILBERT COOKE 
B.S.,  A.M.,   University of   Minnesota;   Ph.D.,   Uni¬ 
versity of  Wisconsin;   B.G.S.U.,   1937 
HERMAN  L. MAYER 
A.B.,   Westminster   College;   S.M.,   University   of 
Chicago;   B.G.S.U.,   1937 
EUGENE DICKERMAN 
A.B.,  Grand   Island College;   M.A.,   Ph.D.,   North¬ 
western   University;   B.G.S.U.,   1936 
MARGARET E. SCRUGGS 
Two-Year Diploma, Oregon Normal School, Mon¬ 
mouth, Oregon; B. of Sch. Mus., Oberlin Col¬ 
lege; M.M., Northwestern University; B.G.S.U., 
1935 
GRACE DURRIN 
A.B.,   Hope College,   Holland,   Mich, 
versify  of  Michigan; B.G.S.U.,   1925 
A.M.,  Uni- 
WARREN  E. STELLER 
A.B.,   Oberlin; A.M.,  Columbia;   B.G.S.U., 1924 
EMILIE HARTMAN 
B.S., Iowa; A.M., Columbia; Student Rudolph 
Bode, School of Expression Gymnastic, Berlin, 
Germany; Mary Wigman School of Dancing, 
Dresden,  Germany;   B.G.S.U.,   1930 
WALTER A. ZAUGG 
A.B., Valparaiso; B.B., Indiana; A.M., Columbia; 
Ph.D.,  New York;  B.G.S.U.,   1923 
CHARLES F. REEBS 
A.B., A.B., and Graduate Student, Michigan; 
Two-Year Diploma, Western Teachers College, 
Kalamazoo,   Michigan;   B.G.S.U.,   1915 
HARRIET S. HAYWARD 
Four Year Diploma, State Normal School, Bridge- 
water, Mass.; B.S., A.M., Columbia; Student, Har¬ 
vard,  and  Oxford,  England;  B.G.S.U..   1915 
WALDO E. STEIDTMAN 
Diploma, State Normal School, Whitewater, Wis¬ 
consin; B.A., Wisconsin; M.S., Ph.D., Michigan; 
B.G.S.U.,   1936 
DANIEL J. CROWLEY 
Two-Year Diploma and Special Diploma in Indus¬ 
trial Arts and Mechanical Drawing, State Normal 
School, Oswego; B.S., Columbia; Ph.M., Wiscon¬ 
sin; B.G.S.U.,  1919 
GRACE D. WILLS 
B.A., Art Institute of Chicago; Ph.B., A.M., Chi¬ 
cago; B.G.S.U.,   1930 
GEORGE W. BEATTIE 
Two-Year Diploma, State Normal School, Castle- 
ton, Vt.; A.B., Ripon; B.S. in Agriculture, A.M., 
Illinois;  B.G.S.U.,  1914 
HARRY OCKERMAN 
B.S.,    Michigan    State   Normal;    M.S., 
B.G.S.U.,  1935 
HELEN  B. TODD 
Michigan; 
Student, Oberlin; M.D., Boston; Graduate Stu¬ 
dent, Columbia and Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology;  B.G.S.U.,   1928 
WILLARD E. SINGER 
B.S., Capital;  B.E.E., A.M.,  Ohio State;  B.G.S.U., 
1927 
WILLIAM  P. HOLT 
A.B.,   Oberlin;   A.M.,    Michigan;   B.G.S.U.,    1915 
CAROLYN SHAW 
A.B., Smith College; B.S., Simmons College; Cer¬ 
tificate in Physical Education, Wellesley College; 
A.M., Columbia;   B.G.S.U.,   1923 
CHARLES H. OTIS 
A.B.,   Ph.D.,  Michigan;  B.G.S.U.,   1929 
CONWELL J. POLING 
A.B., Ohio Northern;  M.A. Ohio State;  B.G.S.U., 
1937 
CAROLINE NIELSEN 
A.B.,  A.M.,  Nebraska;  Graduate Student,  Chica¬ 
go University,  B.G.S.U.,  1918 
HARRY R. MATHIAS 
A.B., Indiana Central College; A.M., Indiana; 
Graduate Student, Indiana and Michigan; 
B.G.S.U.,   1931 
LMtiM 
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LAURA E. HESTON 
B.S.,   Ohio   State;   M.S.,    University  of   Chicago; 
B.G.S.U.,   1918 
MADGE JOHNSON 
B.S.,  University of Arkansas; A.M., Columbia  Uni¬ 
versity;  B.G.S.U.,   1937 
HELEN W. HENDERSON 
Ph.B.,   Chicago; A.M.,   Columbia;   B.G.S.U.,   1925 
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BENNETT B. QUILLEN 
B.S.    in    Business    Administration,    Illinois;    A.M., 
Ohio State; B.G.S.U.,  1936 
IRENE CANARY MOOERS 
Music Student, Lake Erie College; Private Pupil of 
Eleanor Meredith Stock, Toledo, and Royal D. 
Hughes, Ohio State; B.G.S.U.,   1930 
EDWIN G. KNEPPER 
A.B.,   B.S.   in   Ed.,  Ohio   State;   Ed.   D.,   Harvard, 
B.G.S.U., 1923 
ALMA M. LEEDOM 
Ph.B.,   Heidelberg;  A.M.,   Ohio  State;   B.G S U 
1928 
JAMES PAUL KENNEDY 
A.B., Penn. College; B.M.Ed., M.M., Northwest¬ 
ern; Graduate Student, Southern California; 
Piano Study-Arne Oldberg, Serevin Eisenberger, 
Tobias Matthav;  B.G.S.U., 1936 
FLORENCE J. WILLIAMSON 
A.B., Cedarville College; A.M., Ph.D., Ohio State- 
B.G.S.U.,   1926 
NEVA WEST 
Two-Year Diploma, Georgia State College for 
Women; B.S., A.M., Columbia; Graduate Work, 
University of California, and University of Vir¬ 
ginia;  B.G.S.U.,   1932 
ABIGAIL WREY WARNER 
B.A.,  Oberlin   College;   M.A.,   Columbia   Univer 
sity;  B.G.S.U.,   1937 
GRACE TRESSEL 
B. S., Bowling Green State University; A.M. 
Ohio State; Graduate Work, University of Michi¬ 
gan, Western   Reserve;  B.G.S.U.,   1937 
C. D. PERRY 
A.B.,  Ohio Wesleyan;  Graduate Student,  Chica¬ 
go; B.G.S.U.,   1923 
WILLIAM C. HOPPES 
B.S..   Oregon;   A.M.,   Michigan;   Ph.D.,   Chicago- 
B.G.S.U.,   1931 
J. E. WEBER 
A.B.,   A.M.,    Ph.D.,   Indiana   University;   B.G S U 
1937 
STELLA  H. SUTHERLAND 
A.B., Queen's University; A.M., University of Chi¬ 
cago; Ph.D.,  University of Illinois; B.G.S.U., 1937 
King, Yocum, Burling, Blum 
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First Row—Brod,  Frazier, Meyerholtz,  McComb, Clausen 
Second   Row—Secor,  Cummings,   Kreischer,   Lawhead, Stahlbohm 
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First Row—McKibben, Roth,  Day, Hearn 
Second Row—Van Doren, Reed, Hayward, Craun 
n smn mm 
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First row—Pigg, Mills, Simmons, Doane, West 
Second Row—Beattie, Hoppes, Lorenz 
Page Thirty-two 
First Row—Myrice, Youree, Ruh, Mercer, Waugh,  Morse 





GEORGE WASHINGTON'S father wrote his son's name in a bed of 
earth and planted the furrows with cabbage seed. In due time, little 
George discovered his name growing in letters of green in the garden. 
He wondered about it and decided it was not accidental. 
Bowling Green State University is not an accident. It is the result 
of the thought and effort of the public to lead on to higher social achieve¬ 
ment. It is an expression of the interest of the public in young life and 
the faith of our people in education as a means of advancing our civiliza¬ 
tion. With the addition of this class, over five thousand have gradu¬ 
ated thus far and more than twenty thousand have done a less amount 
of work in the institution. Significant as these numbers are, they are of 
small consequence when compared to the countless numbers that will 
flock here in the years to come. 
I wish to extend sincere congratulations to the Class of 1938 and to 










Surely never did there live on earth 
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COOK, ENGLISH, HARRISON, KUHLMAN 
Dale Kuhlman       -    -    -    - .---..    President 
Edwin Cook     --------------      Vice President 
Pauline Harrison  ---------------   Secretary 
Virginia English     ------ --.-   Treasurer 
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HARRISON, PAULINE JANE 
B.S. In  Ed. Fostoria 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: English. 
W.A.A., Home Economics Club, Five Sisters, 
Class Officer. 
CONRAD, HAROLD N. 
B.S. in  Ed. Maumee 
Major:  Industrial Arts.    Five   Brothers, Varsi¬ 
ty Club,   Basketball,  Industrial  Arts Club. 
VANN, JAMES OLIVER 
B.S. in  Ed.—Lib. Arts Buffalo N. Y. 
Major: Mathematics, Minor: English. Kappa 
Mu Epsilon, Sigma Tau Delta, Areopagus, 
Y.M.C.A., Five Brothers, Gold Mask, Debate. 
Golf,  Baseball,   Football,  Class Officer. 
DEUSCHLE,   FLORENCE ROSE 
I.S. in  Ed. Amherst 
Major:   Home   Ec.     Home   Economics   Club, 
Y.W.C.A.,  Emerson. 
POWELL, VIRGINIA LOUISE 
B.S. in Ed. Bowling Green 
Major: History—Social Science, Minor: Eng¬ 
lish. Home Economics Club, Debate, Sigma 
Tau  Delta, Five Sisters, Class Officer. 
SNOOK,  WILLIAM  KERMIT 
B.S. in Ed. Findlay 
Major:  Industrial Arts.     Five  Brothers, Indus¬ 
trial Arts Club.  Key Staff. 
KOCH,  MARGARET PAULINE 
B.S. in Ed. Rockford 
Major:   Music,   Minor:   English   and  German. 
Chorus, Women's League. 
SHEDRON,  WILLIAM   MARCUS 
A.B. Bowling Green 
Major: Physical Science, Minor: Biological 
Science. Track Manager, Pocket Testament 
League. 
YAWBERG,   DOLORES   E. 
B.S. in  Ed. Bowling  Green 
Major:  Elementary Ed., Minor: English. Seven 
Sisters, W.A.A., Y.W.C.A., Foreign Language 
Club,  Alpha   Gamma. 
LONG, ESTHER ELLEN 
B.S. in  Ed. Wapakoneta 
Major: English, Minor: History — Social 
Science, Commercial. Y.W.C.A., Emerson, 
Bee Gee News,  Key Staff,  Women's  League. 
GOODWIN,  IMA  LOUISE 
B.S. in Ed. Columbus Grove 
Major.   Biology,    Minor:    Home    Economics. 
Y.W.C.A.,  Home   Economics  Club. 
BAUMAN,   MARY  ELLEN 
A.B. and B.S. in Lib. Arts Kelleys Island 
Major: Physical Education,  Minor: Mathema¬ 
tics.     Kappo Mu   Epsilon, Seven  Sisters. 
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WOODWORTH, FRANCES NINA 
B.S. in Ed. Girard,  Pa. 
Major: English, Minor: French. Student 
Council, Seven Sisters, Book and Motor, Beta 
P. Theta, Y.W.C.A., Key Staff, Inter-Sorority 
Council, Foreign Language Club, Bee Gee 
News,  W.A.A. 
GAMBLE,  NORMA ALIESE 
B.S. in Ed. Wauseon 
Major:  Music,  Minor: English.    Skol, Chorus, 
Orchestra,   Phi  Sigma   Mu. 
SCOTT,  CLYDE RAYMOND 
B.S. In Ed. Grand Rapids 
Major: Mathematics, Minor: Physical Sci¬ 
ence. Five Brothers, Varsity Club, Football 
Manager, Book and Motor, Kappa Mu Epsi¬ 
lon,  Bee Gee  News. 
THATCHER, TOM 
B.S. in Ed. Van Wert 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Physi¬ 
cal Education, English. Delhi, Y.M.C.A., 
Emerson. 
SHERK,  JAMES  RICHARD 
B.S. in  Ed. Gibsonburg 
Major: Mathematics, Minor: Physical Sci¬ 
ence, History-Social Science. Kappa Mu 
Epsilon. 
BRILLHART, MAX ARDEN 
B.S. In  Ed. Bowling  Green 
Major: Music, Minor: French. Phi Sigma 
Mu, Book and Motor, Commoners, Beta Pi 
Theta,  Orchestra,   Band,   Chorus. 
SEGRIST, GENEVIEVE  SYLVIA 
B.S. in Ed. Liberty Center 
Major: Music, Minor:  English.  Chorus, Seven 
Sisters,  Women's League. 
BEDELL,  CHARLES  ALFRED 
B.S. in  Ed. Lorain 
Major:  Physical  Science,   Minor:   History-So¬ 
cial   Science.     Chess  Club,   Delhi,   Key Staff. 
DEVERNA,   PAULINE  BEVERLY 
B.S.  In  Ed. Sylvanla 
Major:   Music,   Minor:    English.     Orchestra, 
Five Sisters,   Chorus,  String  Quartet 
KINNEY,   HARLAND  WILLIAM 
B.S.  in   Ed. Wauseon 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: Industrial 
Arts. Delhi, Football, Varsity Club, Basket¬ 
ball, Track. 
SHEIDLER, FRANKLIN  EUGENE 
B.S. in  Ed. Gilboa 
Major: Mathematics, Minor: Physical Sci¬ 
ence, Book and Motor, Kappa Mu Epsilon, 
Y.M.C.A.,   Delhi. 
McVEY, LLOYD EARL 
B.S. in Ed. Mt. Cory 
Major:   Biological   Science,   Minor:   Physical 
Science.    Commoners. 
Page Forty 
JOSEPH, GEORGE ALFRED 
B.S. in  Ed. Bowling Green 
Major:   Physical   Science,   Minor:   Mathema¬ 
tics.     Kappa Mu Epsilon. 
JOHNSON, VERLIN 
B.S. In  Ed. Defiance 
Major: Marketing, Minor: Sec. Science.   Var¬ 
sity Club,  Delhi, Track,   Football,  Y.M.C.A. 
McCANN, JANET RUTH 
B.S. In  Ed. Pembervllle 
Major:   Home    Ec.      Seven    Sisters,   W.A.A., 
Home  Economics Club. 
BISTLINE,   DAVID   FREDERICK 
B.S. in Ed. West Unity 
Major:    Industrial   Arts.     Commoners,   Glee 
Club,   Industrial Arts  Club. 
WAGNER,   LAVOID   DONALD GERNERT, WILLIAM   EDGAR 
B.S. in  Bus. Adn Dupont l.S. in Ed. Bowling  Green 
Major: Accounting,   Minor:  Marketing.     Del¬ 
hi,  Y.  M. C  A. 
SIEKERES. ALBERT 
B.S. in Ed. Amherst 
Major: Biological Science, Minor: Physical 
Science Five Brothers, Cross Country, 
Track,   Varsity  Club,   Emerson. 
KRUSE,   ROBERT  HERMAN 
B.S in  Ed. New Knoxville 
Major: Industrial Arts, Minor: Physical Edu¬ 
cation. Five Brothers, Varsity Club, Indus¬ 
trial Arts Club, Glee Club, Y.M.C.A., Inter- 
mural Manager,  Basketball Manager. 
CLINGO,   ROBERT   ERNEST 
Major: Biological Science, Minor: Physical 
Science. Five Brothers, Track, Areopagus, 
Intra-murals. 
HARMON,  MARY JERUSHA 
B.A. in  Ed. Bowling   Green 
Major:   Bus  Adm.,   Minor:   Economics.     Five 
Sisters,  Quill   Type. 
FLALER, RUTH 
B.S. in  Ed. Fort Recovery 
Major: English, Minor: History-Social Sci¬ 
ence. Book and Motor, Y.W.C.A., Emerson, 
Seven Sisters, Foreign Language Club, Pi 
Kappa  Delta. 
B.S. in Ed. Bowling  Green 
DICKEY,   MURRAY  C. 
B.S. in   Ed. Continental 
Major:   Industrial  Arts,   Minor:   Mathematk 
Varsity   Club,   Track,   Industrial   Arts   Club. 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Eng¬ 
lish. Y.M.C.A., Foreign Language Club, 
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GEHRES,  FLOYD 
B.S.  in  Ed. Wren 
Major: Biological Science, Minor: Physical 
Education. Commoner, Men's Glee Club, 
Y.M.C.A.,   Emerson,   Inter-murals. 
KUHLMAN,  DALE H. 
B.S. in Ed. Pemberville 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: Industrial 
Arts Class Officer, Who's Who, Delhi, Var¬ 
sity Club, Industrial Arts Club, Football, 
Basketball,   Baseball,  Track. 
YOUNG, CHARLES   ROBERT 
B.S. in  Ed. Rye Beach 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: History- 
Social Science. Varsity Club, Five Brothers, 
Student Council, Sigma Delta Psi, Football, 
Track, Bee Gee News, Tumbling. 
SMITH, ADELINE ALICE 
B.S.  in   Ed. Helena 
Major: Latin, French, Minor: English. Sigma 
Tau Delta, Beta PI Theta, Book and Motor, 
Foreign   Language   Ciub,  Women's  League. 
RINEHART,  JOHN 
B.S. in Ed. Findl ay 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Eng¬ 
lish. Y.M.C.A., Football, Emerson, Basket¬ 
ball. 
ENGLISH, VIRGINIA JANE 
Ed. Bowling  Green 
Major: English, French, Minor: Physical Edu¬ 
cation. Sigma Tau Delta, Women's League, 
W.A.A., Five Sisters, Class Officer, Areopa¬ 
gus. 
SEITZ, CARL NELSON 
A.B. Ottawa 
Major:  English,  Minor:  Social Science.    De 
hi, Track, Bee Gee News, Y.M.C.A. 
HEITZMAN,   RUTH  MILDRED 
B.S. in Ed. Clc rdale 
Major:   English,   Minor:   French.     Seven   Sis- 
tors, Sigma Tau   Delta. 
WEBB, GLOVER VERNE 
B.S. Ed. Lor, 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: Biological 
Scierce. Track Manager, Cross Country, 
Track, Delhi. 
TROUT,   LEN  L. 
A.B. North  Baltimore 
Major:   History-Social   Science,   Minor:   Eco¬ 
nomics.    Commoners. 
HECKLER,. PHARON   HERMIT 
B.S. in  Ed McClure 
Major: Biological Science, Minor: Physical 
Education, History-Social Science. Football, 
Delhi. 
GEIB, WEBSTER CARL 
B.S. in Ed. New  Bremen 
Major: Mathematics, Minor: Physical Sci¬ 
ence. Kappa Mu Epsilon, Commoners, 
Y.M.C.A. 
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FITCH,  HOWARD  AARON 
B.S. in Ed. Waterville 
Major:    Mathematics,   Minor:    Physical    Sci¬ 
ence.     Delhi,  Book and   Motor. 
DITZLER, DONALD 
B.S. in Bus. Adm. Harrod 
Major:    Marketing,    Minor:    Finance.      Five 
Brothers,  Qull Type, Y.M.C.A. 
COX, ELDON  EUGENE 
B.S. in Ed. Weston 
Major:    Industrial    Arts,   Glee   Club,    Com- 
McCUBBIN, AGNES 
B.S.   In  Ed. North   Lewisburg 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Eng¬ 
lish. Basketball, Tennis, Wesley League, 
Baseball. 
SCHILLING,  HOMER PAUL 
B.S. In  Ed. Upper Sandusky 
Major: Hstory-Social Science, Minor: Bio¬ 
logical Science, English. Emerson, Com¬ 
moners,  Y.M.C.A. 
BROOKS,   CLYDE   ARTHUR 
A.B. Haskins 
Major:  History-Social  Sciences,  Minor:   Eng¬ 
lish. 
GRAY,  MARY EVELYN 
B.S. in   Ed. Waterville 
Major: Home Ec, Minor: Latin. Home Eco¬ 
nomics Club, Foreign Language Club, Book 
and Motor, Women's League, Five Sisters, 
Y.W.C.A., W.A.A. 
CHEETWOOD, JOHN EDWARD 
B.S. in Ed. Bowling Green 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: History- 
Social Science. Varsity Club, Five Brothers, 
Football,  Golf,   Baseball,   Intra-murals. 
CROCKETT,  LEONA  FAYE 
B.S.  in   Ed. Metamora 
Major: Commercial  Ed., Minor: Physical  Edu¬ 
cation.       Quill     Type,     W.A.A.,     Women's 
League,  Seven   Sisters, Treble Clef. 
BURSON,   NINA  MAE 
B.S. in  Ed. Findlay 
Major: Home Ec, Minor: Social Science, 
English. Seven Sisters, Home Economics 
Club,   Emerson. 
NIELSON,  AILEEN 
B.S. in  Ed. North  Baltimore 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor Eng¬ 
lish, Latin. Areopagus, Book and Motor, 
Key Staff, Foreign Language Club, Women's 
League,  Y.W.C.A., Seven  Sisters. 
RILEY,  ELNORA 
B.S. in Ed. Canton 
Major: Music, Minor: English, German. Phi 
Sigma Mu, Five Sisters, Chorus, Inter-Sorori¬ 
ty  Council,   Orchestra. 
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HOWARD,  MILOW REVERE 
B. S. in Ed. Mt.  Blanchard 
Major: Commercial  Ed.     Delhi,  Quill Type. 
FARWIG,   ARNOLD   HENRY 
B.S. in Ed.; A.B. Wayne 
Major: Biological Science, Minor: Mathe¬ 
matics. Y.M.C.A., Five Brothers, Cross 
Country, Glee Club, Track,   Intra-murals. 
HIESTAND. ELLA CORDELIA 
B.S. in Ed. Bluffton 
Major: English, Minor: Commercial Ed. 
Y.W.C.A., Emerson, W.A.A., Kindergarten- 
primary Club. 
BIRD, WILLARD JOSEPH 
B.S.  in   Ed. Marblehead 
Major:    Commercial   Ed.     Quill   Type,   Five 
Brothers,   Baseball,   Varsity  Club. 
KILBURY,  MIRIAM JOYCE 
B.S. in  Ed. Plain City 
Major: English, Minor: History-Social Sci¬ 
ence. Sigma Tau Delta, Emerson, Women's 
League, W.A.A.,   Foreign  Language  Club. 
COOK, EDWIN  L 
B.S. in Ed. Wauseon 
Major: History-Social Science; English. Key 
Staff, Delhi, Bee Gee News, Sigma Tau Del¬ 
ta, Track,  Class Officer, S.G.L. 
SMITH,  GLENN   ROBERT 
B.S. in  Ed. Bloomdale 
Major:  Mathematics,  Minor: Physical  Educa¬ 
tion.     Basketball,   Football,   Y.M.C.A.,  Track. 
NOFZIGER,  DWIGHT EVIN 
B.S. in  Ed. Stryker 
Major: Music, Minor: English.    Chorus, Com¬ 
moners, Band, Orchestra. 
SQUIRE,  GEORGE 
B.S. in  Ed. Sandusky 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Ac¬ 
counting. Bee Gee News, Emerson, Key 
Staff, Student Council, Quill Type, Five 
Brothers. 
FOLTZ,  VEMBA E. 
A.B. North  Baltimore 
Major:   History-Social   Science,   Minor:   Eng¬ 
lish.     Emerson. 
RUPP,  PAULINE MAE 
B.S. in  Ed. Archbold 
Major: Commercial  Ed.,  Quill Type, Y.W.C. 
A.,. W.A.A., Women's League. 
CASPER, DORIE VIRGINIA 
B:S. in  Ed. Kenton 
Major:    English,   Minor:    History-Social   Sci¬ 
ence.    French. 
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HISSONG, HARRIET 
B.S. in Ed. Bowling Green 
Major:    Latin   and    French,    Minor:   Physical 
Education.    Five Sisters. 
CANFIELD,   LOIS  MATILDA 
B.S. in Ed. Pemberville 
Major:  Elementary Ed., Minor:  Mathematics. 
Treble Clef, W.A.A. 
KELBAUGH,  ANNA MAE 
B.S. in Ed. Bowling Green 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: 
Mathematics and English. Emerson, Y.W. 
C.A., Kappa   Mu  Epsilon. 
CRAMER,  PAUL R. 
B.S. in  Ed. Fostoria 
Major:   Commercial   Ed.,   Minor:   Social  Sci¬ 
ence.    Y.M.C.A.,  Quill Type. 
SUTER,   MAXINE  MARIE 
B.S.  in   Ed. Walbridge 
Major:    Commercial     Ed.,     Minor:     English. 
Quill Type, Book and Motor. 
MORRIS,  ROLAND GEORGE 
B.S. in  Ed. Wapakoneta 
Major: Physical Science, Minor: Mathema¬ 
tics. Marching Band, Commoners, Concert 
Band,  Y.M.C.A.,   Kappa  Mu   Epsilon. 
MCLAUGHLIN, THOMAS JOSEPH 
B.S.  in  Bus. Adm. 
Major:  Commercial  Ed.,  Minor:  Accounting. 
Delhi,  Orchestra,   Quill-Type,   Band,   Chorus. 
HUBER,   FRANK  EDWARD 
Bowling  Green B.S. In  Bus. Adn Cranesville 
Major:     Marketing,     Minor:    Sec.    Science. 
Delhi. 
WIENS, ESTHER LOUISE 
B.S. in Ed. Swanton 
Major: Home Ec. Book and Motor, Home 
Economics Club, Emerson, Woman's League, 
Foreign  Language Club. 
HAMMETT, EDWIN 
B.S. in Ed. Bowling Green 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Eng¬ 
lish. Commoners, Emerson, Bee Gee News, 
Y.M.C.A. 
FRUM, HAROLD STANLEY 
B.S. in  Ed. Richwood 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Biolo¬ 
gy. Book and Motor, Emerson, Bee Gee 
News, Y.M.C.A., Debate, Foreign Language 
Club. 
HAHN,   NORBERT  E. 
A.B. Wakeman 
Major:    Physical   Science,   Minor:   Biological 
Science.    Emerson,  Glee  Club. 
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LONG,  IONA BELLE 
B.S. in Ed. 
BEATTY,  FRANCIS EUGENE 
Tontogany B.S.  in   Bus.  Adm. 
Major:  English,   Minor:   Latin.     Foreign   Lan¬ 
guage Club. 
KNAGGS,   KENNETH  GEORGE 
B.S. in  Ed. Rudolph 
Major: Industrial Arts, Minor: Mathematics. 
Five Brothers, Basketball Manager, Varsity 
Club, Industrial Arts Club, Emerson, Key 
Staff. 
NICHELSON,   HELEN  ELIZABETH 
B.S. In  Ed. Bowling Green 
Major:   Home   Ec.     Home   Economics  Club. 
SHORT, ANADELLE VERA 
B.S. in  Ed. Cleveland 
Major: Music, Minor: English and French. 
Skol, Phi Sigma Mu, Chorus, Social Commit¬ 
tee. 
Bradner 
Major: Commercial Ed., Minor: Marketing, 
Accounting. Quill Type, Y.M.C.A., Men's 
Glee Club. 
SPAYTH, ALBERT DWIGHT 
B.S.  in   Ed. McCutchenvilie 
Major:   Industrial   Arts,   Minor:   Physical   Sci¬ 
ence.     Five  Brothers,  Industrial  Arts  Club. 
HOWELL,   RUTH  LEONE 
B.S. in  Ed. Greenville 
Major: Foreign Language, Minor: English. 
Y.W.C.A., Foreign Language Club, Seven 
Sisters, Women's League, Sigma Tau Delta, 
Emerson. 
SHELLEY,   MAURICE  REED 
Business Adm. Mendon 
Major:   Accounting,   Minor:   Finance.    Delhi. 
POWELL,  VIRGINIA  MAY 
B.S. in  Ed. Bowling  Green 
Major: Commercial Ed. Y.W.C.A., C.C.O., 
Student Council, Quill Type, Bee Gee News, 
Five Sisters, Women's League, Emerson, 
W.A.A., Who's Who. 
WIGHT, CHARLES EVAN 
B.A. in Ed. Pemberville 
Major: Industrial Arts, Minor: Physical Edu¬ 
cation.     Delhi,   Industrial  Arts  Club. 
McCRATE, CECELIA CARMENCITA 
B.A. in Ed. Columbus Grove 
Major:    English,    Minor:    Home    Ec.      Skol, 
Areopagus,     Inter-Sorority    Council,    Sigma 
Tau   Delta,   Pi   Kappa   Delta,   Bee Gee  News. 
BURSON,   GEORGE  LOWELL 
l.S. in   Lib.  Arts OaU 




B.S.  in  Ed. Bedford 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: French. 
Foreign Language Club, Treble Clef, Y.W. 
C.A. 
HURLBURT,  MARGARET 
B.S. in  Ed. Painesville 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: English, 
Home Economics. W.A.A., Skol, Emerson, 
Folk Dance Club, Y.W.C.A., Pi Kappa Delta, 
Home  Economics Club. 
McCLINTOCK, VINCENT 
B.S. in Ed. Pandora 
Major:    English,    Minor:    History-Social    Sci¬ 
ence.     Delhi,  Pi  Kappa  Delta. 
PARMENTER, OLIVE 
B.S. In  Ed. Lima 
Major:   Commercial   Education.     Quill  Type, 
Treble Clef,  Folk  Dance Club,   Emerson. 
DOENGES, YUVON 
B.S. In  Ed. Defiance 
Major:     Music.      Y.W.C.A.,   Concert     Band, 
Orchestra,  Mixed  Chorus. 
RUCKMAN, EVELYN 
B.S. in   Ed. LaRue 
Major: English, Minor: Biological Science. 
Three Kay, Glee Club, Home Economics 
Club, Y.W.C.A. 
SEISS, JEANNETTE 
B.S. in Ed. Toledo 
Major: Elementary Education, Las Amigas, 
Intermediate Club. 
SHELTON, AUSTIN  H. 
B.S. in  Ed. Bowling  Green 
Major: History-Social Science, Minor: Eng¬ 
lish. Pi Kappa Delta, Emerson, Bee Gee 
News, C.C.O. 
FOUTS,  MARY 
B.S. in   Bus. Ad. Toledo 
Major:   Accounting,   Minor:   Secretarial   Sci¬ 
ence.     Quill  Type,  Emerson. 
BELDING,  FRANKLIN 
B.S. in   Ed. Lyons 
Major: Physical Education, Minor: History- 
Social Science, English. Who's Who, March¬ 
ing Band, Concert Band, Men's Glee Club, 
Y.M.C.A., Track, Class Officer, Gold Mask, 
Varsity Club, Varsity Quartet. Five Brother, 
Track. 
SHOWALTER, GRACE 
B.S. in  Ed. Van Wert 
Major: Commercial  Education.    Quill Type. 
SCHUTZBERG, JANET 
B.S. In   Ed. Bowling Green 
Major: HI story-Sod a I Science. Sigma Tau 
Delta, Skol, Home Economics Club, Women's 
League. Y.W.C.A. 
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RUPP, EVELYN J LEE,  ROBERT E. 
B.S. in Ed. Archbold Liberal Arts                                                  Fostoria 
Major:     Commercial 
Y.W.C.A., Quill Type. 
Education. W.A.A., Major:   English,   Minor:   Psychology.     Delhi, 
Bee    Gee    News,    Debate,    Cross    Country, 
Track. 
HUYCK, TENNIS EGBERT,  LOIS 
Major:   Commercial   Education.    Quill   Type, 
Delhi, Chorus. 
Major: Elementary Education, Minor: Geog¬ 
raphy, English. Phratra, W.A.A., Treble 
Clef. 
SAUTTER,  BRUCE 
B.S.  in   Ed. 
GRYTING, LOYAL 
Tontogany A.B. and B.S. in  Ed. 
Major:   Physical   Education,   Minor:   Geology. 
Five   Brothers,   Baseball. 
Bowling Green 
Major: French, Minor: English. Beta Pi The¬ 
ta, Sigma Tau Delta, Commoners, Who's 
Who, Pi Kappa Delta, Book and Motor, For¬ 






HECKERMAN,  HELEN 
Diploma Toledo 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course,   Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,   Y.W.C.A. 
NEILSON, PETRINE  GERTRUDE 
Diploma McClure 
Intermediate Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A. 
SHIRK, BETTY JANE 
Diploma Marysville 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A., Glee Club. 
PALMER, DORIS ELIZABETH 
Diploma Wellington 
Intermediate    Course,     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A., Kappa  Phi, Y.W.C.A. 
DRUSCHEL, ZETTA  E. 
Diploma Kenton 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
AMOS, EILEEN 
Diploma Bowling  Green 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary   Club,   Women's   League,   Y.W.C.A. 
WIEGEL, LOUISE 
Diploma Paulding 
Kindergarten-Primary   Course,   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A.,  Treble Clef. 
BURKHART,  ALICE LOUISE 
Diploma Pandora 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Las Amigas. 
WILLFORD, MARY 
Diploma New Washington 
Intermedate   Course.    Intermediate   Club. 
HORNISH,   RUTH   E. 
Diploma 
Intermediate  Course. 
MECKSTROTH, MARIE AURELIA 
Defiance Diploma 
Intermediate    Course. 
W.A.A. 
New   Knoxville 
Intermediate    Club, 
STONE,   MARJORIE ELIZABETH 
Diploma Defiance 




RICE,  MARY ELLEN 
Diploma Delphos 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate   Club, 
HILTY,  RUTH  LORRAINE 
Diploma Pandora 
Intermediate  Course.    Treble Clef,  Interme¬ 
diate  Club,  Y.W.C.A. 
EBERLY,  JUNE  ELIZABETH 
Diploma Delta 
Intermediate Course.    W.A.A.,  Intermediate 
Club. 
HALL,  ELOISE EILEEN 
Diploma Harrod 
Intermediate   Course,   Las   Amigas. 
FORREST,   LOIS  MARGARET 
Diploma Cecil 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Y.W.C.A., 
W.A.A., Kappa Phi, Kindergarten-Primary 
Club. 
FORTMAN,   DOROTHY 
Diploma Fort Recovery 
Intermediate  Course.     Intermediate Club. 
DITZLER, ESTHER IRENE 
Diploma Harrod 
Intermediate Course.    Y.W.C.A.,   Intermedi¬ 
ate Club, Allen County Club. 
EGGERS,  HELEN  CLARA 
Diploma Napoleon 
Intermediate  Course.    Y.W.C.A.,   Intermedi¬ 
ate Club. 
EPLEY, ELEANOR MARIE 
Diploma Marion 
Intermediate Course.    Y.W.C.A.,   Intermedi¬ 
ate Club, Treble Clef, Las Amigas. 
RABE,  DORIS  ELIZABETH 
Diploma 
Intermediate  Course. 
WYPER,  ELIZABETH  MARIE 
Coldwater Diploma 
Intermediate  Course. 
DEBOER, JANE ALICE 
Toledo Diploma Lakewood 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Treble Clef, 
Emerson, Y.W.C.A., Alpha Gamma, Key 
Staff. 
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MEYERS,  MIRIAM  A. NEUMAN, ELIZABETH ANN 
Diploma New Washington Diploma Lima 
Intermediate  Course.     Intermediate Club. Intermediate Course. 
SHECKLER, JANIS EILEEN 
Diploma Nevada 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A.,   Y.W.C.A. 
SEILER, PAULINE ANNA 
Diploma Archbold 
Intermediate   Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A., Y.W.C.A. 
WILLIS,  EVELYN 
Diploma 
Intermediate Course. 
PESSELL,  LUCILLE CLARA 
Norwalk Diploma Bowling  Green 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. 
CLUTTER,   EVELYN  LEOLA 
Diploma Martel 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Treble Clef. 
BEAGLE,  GENEVIEVE  ELLEN 
Diploma Mt. Cory 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,   Y.W.C.A.,   Women's   League, 
Emerson. 
STERING,   LUELLA  MAY 
Diploma Grand   Rapids 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A., Emerson. 
WILLIAMS, DOROTHY ELIZABETH 
Diploma Lima 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Emerson. 
BIERY,   KATHRYN  JEAN 
Diploma Ottawa 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Treble   Clef,   Las  Amigas,  Y.W.C.A. 
WAGNER,   ROSEANNA 
Diploma St.   Marys 




Diploma South Charleston 
Intermediate Course. 
GEIS, BETTY 
Diploma Canal  Fulton 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Treble Clef, Las Amigas, In¬ 
ter-Sorority Council. 
NIEHOUSMYER,   HELEN 
Diploma Genoa 
Intermediate Course.     Intermediate  Club. 
OATES, EVELYN N. 
Diploma Kenton 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary   Club,   Emerson,   Y.W.C.A.,   Phratra. 
KENTFIELD,   BLANCH  E. 
Diploma 
Intermediate Course 
HOMAN, JULETTA LOUISA 
Attica Diploma Coldwater 
Intermediate    Course.       Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A. 
FERGUSON,  MAXINE LOUISE 
Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,  Y.W.C.A. 
SIGG, GRAYCE V. 
Morral Diploma She 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A.,  Treble  Clef. 
KING,  MERRY   ELIZABETH 
Diploma Green  Springs 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club. 
GRIFFITH, LORRAINE LOWERY,  KATHLEEN 
Diploma Huntsville Diploma 
Intermediate Course.     Intermediate  Club. Kindergarten-Primary   Course. 
Lake 
GILLESPIE,  BERNITA 
Diploma Hamle 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Las Amigas, Y.W.C.A. 
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HENNINGS,  MARILYNN IRENE 
Diploma Bloomdale 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Pocket Testament League, 
Y. W. C. A. 
HITCHCOCK,   MARY  BELLE 
Diploma Middle   Point 
Intermediate  Course.     Intermediate  Club. 




ASPACHER,   MARTHA   LUCILLE 
Diploma Dunbridge 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Treble Clef,  Las Amigas. 
GRIFFITH,  MARTHA HANNAH 
Diploma Elida 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club, Y.W.C.A. 
STEVENS, GENEVIEVE ESTELLA 
Diploma Lorain 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
QUELLHORST,  DOROTHY  E. 
Diploma St.   Marys 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Treble Clef. Y.W.C.A., Alpha  Gamma. 
WARGOUSKY,  RUTH   MAY 
Diploma 
Intermediate  Course. 
Oak Harbor 
BRINGE,  ELIZABETH 
Diploma Martin 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Kappa  Phi, Women's League. 
WINTERS,  RHODA MARGARETTE PHILLIPS,   RACHEL CARRINE 
Diploma Findlay 
Kindergarten-Primary   Course.    Las Amigas. 
Diploma Bowling Green 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, W.A.A., Y.W.C.A., Treble 
Clef. 
BURDO, THELMA KATHLEEN 
Diploma Maumee 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Treble Clef. 
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KOENIG,  DOROTHY  ELIZABETH 
Diploma Ottawa 
Intermediate Course.     Intermediate  Club. 
OBERHOLTZER,  RUTH 
Diploma Benton  Ridge 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary   Club,   W.A.A.,   Y.W.C.A. 
MOORE,  MARIAN 
Diploma Granville 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club. 
GRIESINGER, LUCILLE 
Diploma Delta 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A.,  Pocket Testament League. 
DUNMEYER,  MARY ELIZABETH 
Diploma Lindsey 
Intermediate    Course.      Intarmedlate    Club, 
Phratra. 
HIBBARD, RUTH  ELIZABETH 
Diploma New London 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 




Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club. 
MASON,  D'NELLE 
Diploma Bryan 
Kindergarten-Primary   Course.      Las   Amigas, 
Women's League. 
BASEL,  NINA   PEARL 
Diploma McCutchenvilie 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Treble Clef, Y.W.C.A. 
GRAHAM, FRANCES S. 
Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A., Treble Clef. 
MATTHEWS,  AILEEN  JANE 
Belief on talne Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Las Amigas, Treble Clef. 
LAY, LILLIAN  EILEEN 
Crestline Diploma Haviland 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,   Phratra. 
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POOR, URSULA MARIE 
Diploma Celina 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A. 
ADAMS,  DOROTHY HELEN 
Diploma 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A.,  W.A.A.,  Phratra. 
NORMAN, EDITH LORRAINE 
Fostoria Diploma Lyons 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Emerson, Y.W.C.A. 
ORT, ILA MARY 
Diploma Rlslngsun 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary   Club,   Emerson,   Y.W.C.A. 
WADE,  LOUISE EVELYN 
Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. 
EMMITT, RUTH ESTELLE 
Weston Diploma Luckey 
Intermediate     Course.    Intermediate    Club, 
Treble Clef,  Y.W.C.A. 
SWEET, JOSEPHINE 
Diploma Rudolph 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Club,  Emerson. 
STOREY,  FRANCES LEIENDECKER, EVA THEODORA 
Diploma Fostoria Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary   Course.     W.A.A. Kindergarten-Primary  Course. 
Custar 
RYLAND,  DOROTHY LOUISE 
Diploma Bucyrus 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Band, Treble Clef, Y.W.C.A. 
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BADEY,  ROBERTA AMELIA 
Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A., W.A.A. 
LEE, GLENNIS JANE 
St.  Paris Diploma West Millgrove 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A., Treble  Clef,  Y.W.C.A. 
FREY,  DOROTHY  MAE 
Diploma 
Intermediate Course. 
HARDS,  LILLIAN RUTH 
Pettisvllle Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course. 
SMUCKER, ALICE MAE 
Findlay Diploma Archbold 
Intermediate Course. 
BRUNS, EMERSON  FRANK 
Diploma Gibsonburg 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Y.M.C.A. 
GILCHER,  THOMAS 
Diploma 














KNERR, OTTO DEAN 
Diploma 
Intermediate  Course. 
HEFNER,  KLOR  LEE 
Convoy Diploma Waynesfield 
Intermediate    Course.      Men's    Glee   Club, 
Commoners,   Track. 
COX, RALPH F. 
Diploma Mt. Gllead 
Intermediate  Course.     Delhi, Track. 
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SNYDER, RITA ISABELLE 
Diploma Metamora 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,   Phratra, W.A.A.,  Y.W.C.A. 
BRISBIN, DORIS EDITH 
Diploma 
Intermediate Course. 
BECK, CATHERINE CORNELIA 
Custar Diploma Tiffin 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Phratra, Inter-Sorority Coun¬ 
cil, Y.W.C.A. 
HODGMAN,  VIRGINIA ELEANOR       MORRIS, MRS. HELEN 
Diploma Wayne 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,  Woman's  League,  Y.W.C.A. 
Diploma 
Intermediate Course. 
BIXEL,  MAGDALENE ESTEL 
Lima Diploma Bluffton 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A., Allen County Club, 
Pocket  Testament  League. 
GOOD, ANOBEL 
Diploma 
Intermediate    Course. 
Y.W.C.A. 
Tiffin 
Intermediate    Club, 
KERSHNER,  WAHNITA 
Diploma Liberty Center 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course.     Las  Amigas. 
COX, CORA VIRGINIA 
Diploma Delaware 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club. 
WALSH,   KATHRYN MAE 
Diploma Elmore 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Treble Clef, Y.W.C.A. 
PARKER, ISABEL MARY 
Diploma Alger 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate Club, 
Y.W.C.A.,   Las  Amigas,  Allen  County Club. 





MAWER, IVA ELIZABETH 
Diploma Marion 
Intermediate Course. 
HALL,   MILDRED  MAURINE 
Diploma Findlay 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Phratra. 
NAGEL, LAURENA 
Diploma Defiance 
Intermediate   Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A. 
GREENLER, MARGARET E. 
Diploma Holgate 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Treble   Clef. 
AUER, JUNE ANN 
Diploma Marysville 
Intermediate    Course.       Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
HALL, HELEN MARIE 
Diploma Lima 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate     Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
MILLER,  BETTY JANE 
Diploma Miller City 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A. 
FREIER, GLADYS MARIE 
Diploma Findlay 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Pocket Testament League, 
Y.W.C.A. 
BURBAGE, HELEN  LOUISE 
Diploma Perry sburg 
Kindergarten-Primary  Course. 
KATTERHEINRICH, ESTHER MARIE 
Diploma New Knoxville 
Intermediate     Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A. 
SUTER, WANDA FAYE 
Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,  Las Amigas, W.A.A. 
BRADLEY,   MIRIAM  LOUISE 
Walbridge Diploma Zanesfield 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Women's League, Treble Clef. 
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O'BRIEN, ROSE ELLEN 
Diploma Painesville 
Kindergarten-Primary Course. Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Emerson, Women's League, 
W.A.A., Y.W.C.A. 
BERLEKAMP,   IRMA LEONA 
Diploma 
Intermediate    Course. 
Y.W.C.A.,   Phratra. 
Tiffin 
Intermediate    Club, 
SEILER, VERA BEAULAH 
Diploma Fayette 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A. 
DEARDURFF, MARY 
Diploma Bellefontaine 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Emerson. 
KOHRING, MARGARET ANNA 
Diploma Toledo 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary   Club. 
KUBACH,   EVELYN   LOUISE 
Diploma Birmingham 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Treble  Clef,  W.A.A.,   Y.W.C.A. 
LLOYD, LILLIAN LOUISE 
Diploma Lima 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Allen County Club, Y.W.C.A. 
TOLMIE,  DOROTHY GENE 
Diploma Tiffin 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A. 
CRANDALL,   BEULAH MAY 
Diploma Walbridge 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Treble Clef,   Las Amigas. 
ZWEILY,  MIRIAM  L 
Diploma Fremont 
Intermediate  Course.     W.A.A.,  Y.W.C.A. 
FRITSCHE, MARIE AUGUSTA 
Diploma Westervllle 
Intermediate  Course.     Las Amigas. 
DAVID, MAEBELLE ANNA 
Diploma Wayne 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A., Y.W.C.A., Book and Motor. 
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KURTZ, GLENNE LOUISE 
Diploma 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary  Club,  Treble  Clef,   Las Amigas. 
STAHL, JANE LOUISE 
Carey Diploma Findlay 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club. 
O'BRYANT, FLORENCE ELIZABETH 
Diploma Oakwood 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Y.M.C.A. 
TIETZ,  DOROTHEA 
Diploma Wauseon 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.    Kindergarten- 
Primary Club,  Pocket Testament  League. 
KILBRIDE,  BARBARA 
Diploma Huron 
Intermediate  Course.     Intermediate Club. 
HANNA, MARIE 
Diploma 
Intermediate   Course. 
Kenton 
HOEFFEL, MARIE E. 
Diploma 
Intermediate    Course.      Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
BLACKBURN, HELEN  L. 
Cecil
 Diploma Sycamore 
Kindergarten-Primary Course.   Kindergarten- 
Primary Club, Y.W.C.A. 
ROODE,   MINNIE CELESTE 
Diploma Wapakoneta 
Intermediate    Course. Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
PORTER, MARJORIE MAE 
Diploma Wauseon 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
Y.W.C.A. 
RUFF, JOYCE SYLVIA LYNCH, JANE WINIFRED 
Diploma Fremont Diploma Marblehead 
Intermediate Course.     Intermediate  Club. Intermediate  Course.    Intermediate Club. 
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RUPP,  LYDIA M. 
Diploma Stryker 
Intermediate    Course.     Intermediate    Club, 
W.A.A.,  Y.W.C.A. 
MURDOCK, RAY 
Diploma Liberty Center 
Intermediate Course.    Commoners, Y.M.C.A. 
HUBBELL, CLIFFORD IFFLAND, ISABELLE 
Diploma Harrod Diploma 
Intermediate  Course.     Intermediate  Club. Intermediate Course. 
Defiance 
LEWIS,  KATHRYN 
Diploma Willard 




FRUTIG, HAWLEY,  HOBART,  BEATTIE 
George Beattie   ---------------    President 
Mary Hawley       -------------     Vice President 
Jane Hobart   ----------------   Secretary 
Bill Frutig   -----------------   Treasurer 
Page Sixty-thres 
Larry Williamson, Leona  Keister, Elmer Weitz,   Paul Powell, 
Roger Peatee, Miriam Zweily, Jane Hobart. 
Robert Frank, Maurine Probst, Betty Schutzberg, Doris Alex¬ 
ander, Doris Kerns, Elmer Cryer, Dick Hagemeyer. 
Mary Lehman,  Howard  Fitch, Mary Gaines, Rodney Boyer, 
Kermit Long, Stanley Huffman, Steve Penton. 
George Eichenauer, Blanche Ruch, Shirley Hanna, Lyle May- 
hew, Tom Recker, Jane Kuhn, Greta Seig. 
Shermilla Overholt,  Carl  Roth, Sara  Dell   Foreman,   Rosalyn 
Haight,  Dorothy Ogan, Wendell Riggle, Betty Rogers. 
Howard   Roberts,    Charles    Ferris,   Whitney   Hoag,   Bettie 
Meyers,Graham Hopper, LaVern Engle, Robert Carmichael. 
Donald Harvey, Jim Glover, Harry Burson, Edythe Patterson, 
Iva  Mae Bushey, Michael  Konopka,  Don Maglott. 
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Billy Cox, Donald Brentlinger, Janet Schutzberg, Doris Lane, 
Margaret Zaugg, Margaret King,  Norman King. 
Clyde   Kinney,   Jim   Huntington,   V/alter   Rothrock,   Arden 
Rathbun, Mary Shearman, Edwin Winzeler Margaret Russell. 
Helen Frum, Cal Kellogg, Ted Bilan, Carleton Riddle, Wal¬ 
ter Dorfmeyer,  Margaret Jones, Raymond Peters. 
Robert Mustain, Waldo Henderlick, Velma Robertson, Carl 
Whifacre,  Matt Dotson, Ralph Meyer, Guy Buddemeyer. 
Jessie  Zimmerman,   Ernest  Perhamus,   Marie   Lutz,   George 
Rozello, Getty Gaeth, Dorothy Mooney, Mary Alice Hawley. 
Carl  Koch,   Peggy Slade, Jane  Headings,  Mrs.   Nellie  Jen¬ 
kins, Grace Heater, Marian  Knepper, Clara Belle Lee. 
Mortin Burgin, Leonard Shinew, Genevieve Stevens,  Robert 
Henrich, Peter Pick, Marcus Chilcote, Mary McCluer. 
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First  row—Danklefson,  Stump,   Miller,   Henry,  Grant,  Arm- 
bruster, Knaggs. 
Second   row—Light,    Rower,    Cross,    Hemminger,    Harris, 
Drewicki, Whitacre. 
Third row—Ault, McMeeken, Rupp, Smith, Fleming, Willett, 
Bair. 
Page Sixty-sn 
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HEILMAN,  PLATT, OSBORN,  LADD 
Paul Ladd  -----------------    President 
Ronald Heilman   - --     Vice President 
Ruth Osborn   -     .    .    .    _   Secretary 
Betty Piatt       ----------------   Treasurer 
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First Row—Barna, Chalmers, Apple, Cooper, Lowell, Hagg. 
Second Row—Cross, Hargesheimer, Giltz, Dehnhoff, Haskins. 
Third Row—Holt, Cunningham. 
First Row—Richter, Robertson, McCoy, Omeis, Piatt, Harms,  Robertson. 
Second Row—Kleinman, Lilley, Mass,  Miller, Ladd, Mannhardt, Muth. 
Third Row—Bowers, Chapman, Craft,  Eiseman,   Ford. 
Page Sixty-eight 
First Row—Bitter, Blackmore, Pfeiffer, Jump, Barnes, Sullins. 
Second Row—Baum, Parker, Andrews, Kaiser, Braitwaite, Roller, 
third Row—Mougey, Shanley, Carr, Cromer, Witt, Ullum. 
First Row—Schur,  Huber,  Iman,  Henderson,  Allen,   Frances, Zeigler. 
Second Row—Carr, Schauwecker, Egnew, Leininger, Roods, Brubaker, Berlincourt, Fels, 
Walensky, Chilcote. 
Third  Row—DeHaven, White,   Parker,   Dryer,   Plocker,   Dysinger,   Cooper,   Rosendale, 
Good. 
Page Sixty-nine 
First Row—Leader, Clum, B. Dickson, Sheer, Connelly, Baron. 
Second Row—Vasu, Purdy, Fisher, Southwick, Rychner. 
Third Row—Gray, Taylor, Knerr, Foster. 
Fourth Row—Wirth, Cox, Clague, Madaras, Smith. 
First Row—Eakin, Gamble, J. Dickson, Henrick, Goodrick, Rockhold. 
Second Row—Wirick, Griesinger,  Meckstroth, Sigg,  Burkhart,  Sherck. 
Third Row—Wittebort, Sams, O'Mellan,  Nachtrat. 
Fourth Row—Habenstein, Budd, Gerwin, Neidhardt. 
Page Seventy 
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WAYLAND, PICKFORD,  FRANCES, FRUTH 
Richard Fruth       ---------._.___    President 
Anthony Frances -------------      Vice President 
Mary Pickford      ---------------   Secretary 
Robert Wayland ----------    Treasurer 
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First   Row—Barrett,   Moore,   Kinsley,   Weirich,   Christy,    Dyer,    Harrison,   Wagner,    Baxter,   Cosentino, 
Cosentino. 
Second   Row—Friesher,   Leech,   Benjamin,   Althaus,    Beatty,    Bailar,   Campboll,    Filses,    Shilling.   Cross, 
Ruehle, Muhlhan, Allen. 
Third   Row—Lehman,    Ketzenberger,   Hanline,    Hanline,   Weber,    Kinney,    Sockmon,   Balsiger,    Ruehle, 
Bidlack, Jennings, Smeltz, Swallem, Snow, Thomas,  McAuley. 
Fourth  Row— Foltz,  Krill, Swarat, Balzeiser, Crum,   Boyer, Wright,  Given,  Vore,  Roeder,  Ebersole, Herd. 
Fifth  Row—Deeter,   Hanna,  Barber,  Discher,   Radley, Christman. 
FlrSixRaWxrKe"0g9,    Hutchinso"'    Reitz.   Stelzer,   McLaughlin,    Staats,    Cummins,   Pickford,    Rostofer Mottett. 
Second   Row—Green,    Miller,   Chapman,    Rettig,    Swartz,    Reimund,    Jalliff,   Scoles,    Brady     Gravlin 
Hanna, Ueveraux. ' 
Third  Row—Mack, Schmehl,  Logan,  Buerk,   Murphy,   Kurtz. Thomas,   Bechtal, Young,   Ealy. 
Fourth  Row—Barker,  Lehman,  Jacobs,  Long,   Moser,  Goterba,  Gunn,   Eckstein,  Nibeck,  Sautter. 
Fifth  Row—Foster. Allion,  Mahoney,  Dierks, Young,  Strausbargh,  Herringshaw,  Cross, Warren. 
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First Row—Baxter, Welty, Rader, VanMeter, Ferris, Given, Ewing, Rychener, Woods, Kiefen, Warren, Warren, Schlum- 
bohm, Williamson. 
Second   Row—Jacobs,  Daugherty,  Clutter,  Edwards,  Norton,   Hiestand,   Jalliff,   Baxter,  Bistline,   Mehring,   Moffitt. 
Third  Row—Eggleston, Douce,  Robertson,  Lombard, Smith,  Gavnon, Sheaffer,  Plank, Aultman, Dehnhoff, Steininger, Vincent. 
Fourth Row—Wahmholf, Ort,  Messner, Suter, Wilkins,  Ruff,  Kistner,   Holstein,  Shaffer. 
Fifth  Row—Gluvna,  Phrase, Single,  Musser,  Wayward,  Kaiser,  Mayfield. 
Sixth Row—Cira, Kilmer, Michaelis, Stickney, Close, Rosenberger, Michels, Heston, Rice, James, Newman, McVey Mad- 
dock,  Seckle,  Dysinger. 
UNKSMS 
First  Row—Ewing,  Macklin,  Merrillian,  Johnson, Jones,  Dunham,  Lutz, Fassett, Johnston, Waugh,  Pertner, Metzger. 
Second  Row—Thompson,  Bishop, Kear,  Evans, Hanline, Frances,  Clark, Wayland, Carter,  Keown, Toedter. 
Third  Row—Lee,  Ellis, Schroer,  Scovill,   Mohr,  Emans,  Moorhead,  Rex,  Dickey,  Swaley. 
Fourth   Row—Jordan,  Edwards,   Hill, Johnson, Yost,  Brown,  Meyers, Whitcomb,  Gatchel,  Britt, Collins, Cryer, Walker. 






First  Row—McVey, Gaeth, Toedter,  Martin. 
Second Row—Sharpe, Jordan. Crowley, Warner. 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Maude Sharp Miss Wrey Warner 
Mr. W. C. Jordan Mr. D. J. Crowley 
Mr. Clare Martin 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Earl McVey Mt. Cory, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Elizabeth Gaeth Oak Harbor, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Dwight Toedter Toledo, O. 
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First Row—Zaugg,  Beck,  Long,  Frances, Young,  Riley,  Powell. 
Second  Row—Woodworth,  Geis, Zimmerman, Bushey, Jones,   Berlincourt, Zaugg. 
Third Row—Spitler,  Kruse,  Shelley,  Huntington. 
Active Membership, 20 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Gladys Burling 
Mr. E. C. Powell 
Mr. Chas. F. Rebe 
Miss Mae Simmons 
Mr. L. B. Slater 
Mr. W. A. Zaugg 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Catherine Beck, Vice President 
Robert Kruse 
Cecelia McCrate 
Elnora  Riley, President 
Reed Shelley, President 
Frances Woodworth 
Tiffin, O. 
St. Marys, O. 




Bob Young, Sec'y and Treas. Rye Beach, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Iva Mae Bushey North Baltimore, O. 
Harlan Highfield, Vice Pres. Hockessin, Del. 
James E. Huntington Rudolph, O. 
Margaret Jones Elida, O. 
Kermit Long Bellevue, O. 
Margaret Zaugg Bowling Green, O. 
Jessie Zimmerman, Sec'y-Treas. Toledo, O. 






Olmsted Falls, O. 
Canal Fulton, O. 
Oak Harbor, O. 
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First  Row—Dilzler,  Klenner, Slater,  Scott, Powell, Squire, Spayth,   Kruse,   Frutig,   Lowell,   Peters,   Madaras,   Young. 
Second   Row—Roth,   Bird,   Dryer,  Burson,   Bortel, Snook,  Stewart,   Witt,   Belding,   Frank,  Wllensky,  Steele,   Chapoton. 
Third   Row—Keown,  Knaggs,  Vann,   Cramer,  Dorfmeyer,   Winzeler,    Penton,    Gernert,    Herbert,    Schultz,    Cordisco,    Bishop, 
DeHaven. 
Fourth  Row—Mayhew,   Knaggs,  Wietz, Gamble,  Keller,  Simlnski,    McMahon,   Siekeres,   Parker,    Hagemeyer,   Smith,   Mussill, 
Whiteacre,  Farwig. 
Fifth   Row—Smith,  Varley,   Welker,  Schafer,   Vermilya,   Keown,     Gluvna,     Fraker,    Kormazls,    Sass,    Rohrs,    Oyler,    Grignon, 
Fruth,  Kominskl. 
IIED 
Active Membership, 69 
Dr. C. C. Kohl 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Dr. L B. Slater 
Founded  1922 
Prof. E. C. Powell 
CLASS 
Frank Belding Lyon, O. 
Willard Bird Lakeside, O. 
John Cheetwood 
Bowling Green, O. 
Harold Conrad Maumee, O. 
Donald Ditzler Lima, O. 
Arnold Farwig Wayne, O. 
John  Frontz Piqua, O. 
Bill Gernert 
Bowling Green, O. 
Kenneth Knaggs Rudolph, O. 
Robert Kruse, Pres. 2nd Sem. 
New Knoxville, O. 
CLASS 
Frank Barna Manville, N. J. 
Harold Bishop Findlay, O. 
David Clippenger      Toledo, O. 
Bill Cromer Piqua, O. 
John DeHaven Findlay, O. 
Robert Dorfmeyer 
Pemberville, O. 
Orville  Dryer Genoa, O. 
Barton Gamble Rudolph, O. 
Gene Keller Findlay, O. 
Lyman Keown Flint, Mich. 
Mike Kormazis      Cleveland, O. 
John Klenner 
River Rouge, Mich. 
Robert Lowell 
MEMBERS    I 
OF 1938 
Harry Roebke 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bruce Sautter Tontogany, O. 
Clyde Scott Tontogany, O. 
Albert Siekeres   Brownhelm, O. 
Bill Snook Findlay, O. 
Dwight Spayth, Sec,   1st Sem. 
McCutchenvilie, O. 
George Squire, Sec, 2nd Sem. 
Sandusky, O. 
James Vann 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Robert Young, Pres.  1st Sem. 
Sandusky, O. 
OF 1940 





N    UNIVERSITY    "" 
CLASS 
Dudley Avery 
Bowling Green, O. 
Rodney Boyer Whitehouse, O. 
Harry Burson Oakwood, O 
Pat Cordisco Cleveland, O. 
Walter Dorfmeyer 
Pemberville, O. 
Mat Dotson Lima, O. 
Charles Frank 
Bowling Green, O. 
Robert Frank 
Bowling Green, O. 
















Paul Powell, Treas. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Carl Roth Elmira, O. 
Enoch Schultz 
New Knoxville, O. 
Ed Siminski Toledo, O. 
Wayne Stewart Toledo, O. 
Ebert Smith Ashland, O. 
Carl Whitacre Rudolph, O. 
Elmer Wietz 











River Rouge, Mich. 
Jack Varley Fremont, O. 
William Welker        Canton, O. 
Marlow Witt Marion, O. 
Harold Wilensky 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
John Fraker Toledo, O. 
Richard Fruth Fostoria, O. 
Thomas Gluvna Lorain, O. 
Dale Good 
River Rouge, Mich. 
Ted Grignon 
River Rouge, Mich. 
John Keown Flint, Mich. 
Edward Mussil 
River Rouge, Mich. 
Ralph Oyler Fostoria, O. 
John Rohrs Napoleon, O. 
Thomas Sass Toledo, O. 
Robert Shaffer 
Bowling Green, O. 
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First  Row—Maglott,   Rothrock,   Parker,  Glover,   Kuhlman,  Shelley,   Howard,   Bender,   Bilan,  Willett. 
Second  Row—Shinew,   Basinger,  Wagner,  Stump,  Engle,  Perhamus,  Cook,   Thatcher,   Kinney   (Harlan) 
Third   Row:   Huber,   Kinney   (Clyde),  Johnson,   Fitch,   Bailey,   McCIIntock,  Ferris,  Williamson,  Riggle. 
Fourth  Row—Shaffer,  Rathbun,  Clingaman,   Beattie,  Bedell,  Heckler, Huntington,  Recker. 
s 
Active Membership, 90 
Mr. Charles F. Reebs 
Jf'' 
i......; 
MEtfm-ERS    ON    FACULTY 
■V- 
Mr'. Clare S.  Martin 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Founded,   1926 
Mr. J. W. Carmichael 
*•'. "'    CLASS,OF 1938 
Charles A. Bedell Lorain, O. Dale Kuhlman,  President Pemberville, O 
Marion Bailey Van Wert, O. Robert E. Lee Fostoria, O 
Merritt Burke Deshler, b. Vincent McCI'ntock Pandora, O 
Edwin Cook ■■-        Wauseon §:- J. T. McLaughl.n Bowling Green, O Howard Fitch Waterville, Carl Seitz Ottawa, O 
James Glover,  Vice Presid ent                Loraifl o: Frank Sheidler Gilboa, O 
Pharon K. Heckler McClure- D. MT. Reed Shc!!ey, Sec'y Mendon, O 
Milow Howard, Treasurer ..Mt. Blafcch'arrd a Thomas Thatcher Van Wert, O 
Frank Huber Cranesville,'' PcV L. D. Wagner Dupont, O 
Verlin Johnson OakwooS, O. Glover Webb Lorain, O 
Harlan Kinney : \,    Wauseon o. 
* [    y.- '  CLASS OF 1939 
Eugene Basinger Columbus Grove o. Neale W. Parker Mantua, O 
George Beattie Bowling Green o. Ernest Perhamus Van Wert, O 
Robert H. Bender Toledo o. Lynn  Powell Bowling Green, O 
Ted Bilan Van Wert o. Arden Rathbun Lyons, O 
Cloyce Bushong West Liberty o. Tom Recker Perrysburg, O 
Dan Clingaman Wauseon o. Wendell Riggle Columbiana, O 
LaVerne Engle Hicksville o. J. Walter Rothrock Lima, O 
Charles W. Ferris Van Wert o. Howard Shine Fostoria, O 
James E. Huntington Rudolph o. Cecil Stump, Fort Recovery, O 
Tennis Huyck Swanton o. Eugene Willett Findlay, O 
Richard McCartney Toledo o. Larry Williamson Cedarville, O 
Don Maglott Bowling Green o. 
First Row—Uhlman, Carr,  Higham, Chaney, Habenstein, Toedter, Cox,  Foster. 
Second  Row—Sams,  Chapin,  Miller, Apple,  Schauweker, Williamson,  Harger, Hagg,  Brillhart. 
Third Row—Nachtrab, Shanly, Wirth,  Bowers,  Hagg   (Oliver),   Neidhart,  Mitchell,  Powell. 
Fourth  Row—Craft,  Bushong,   McCartney,   Keysor,  Madaras,   Mayfield,  Ladd,  Foster,  Barnett. 
Fifth Row—Whitman, Seckel,  Mickels,  Rychener,  Maas,  Ladd,  Cooper,  Long,  Burke. 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 



























North Baltimore, O. 
Mount Gilead, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Mt. Blanchard, O. 
Stony Ridge, O. 
Van Wert, O. 




William C. Maas 
Paul Miles 
Oscar C. Miller 
Norman Mitchell 
William Nachtrab 
Donald Neidhardt   - 




Lewis H. Whitman 
John Williamson 
Robert J. Wirth 
Waterville, O. 
Napoleon, O. 
Mt. Blanchard, O. 
Cleveland, O. 
Stony Ridge, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Cleveland, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 














Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 




Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Maumee, O. 
Upper Sandusky, O. 
Toledo, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
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First  Row—McVey,  Moenter,  Doane,  Collins,  Ort,  Gandee,  Frances, Taylor   Mr■orn'.— o   Sinqell   Cniico-e   Huqnes   G^rc^eil. 
Second  Row—Cayton,  Murdock,  Huffman, Wolf,  Morris,  Cucuro,  Davis,   Plocher,  Henrich, Wilhelm,  Rupp, Vasre, Chilcote, 
King. 
Third  Row—Dickey, Chilcote,  Brillhart, Spitler, Geib, Chappeil,  Mougey, Meyer, Shilling, Hefner, Heminger,  Hart. 
Fourth  Row—Dierks, Grisier,  McVey,  Gryting,  Hicks,  Bistline, Trout, Hammett, Rice, Light, Long,  Kellogg. 
Active Membership, 58 
Mr. Clyde Hissong 
Frederick Bistline Kunkle, O. 
Max Brillhart 
Bowling Green, O. 
Eldon Cox Weston, O. 
Murray Dickey    Continental, O. 
Webster Geib 
New Bremen, O. 
Keith Barnhart Kunkle, O. 
Bob Baron      Bowling Green, O. 
R. Carmichael 
Bowling Green, O. 
Marcus Chilcote 
West Millgrove, O. 
Elmer Cryer 
North Baltimore, O. 
Nick Cucuro Bellevue, O. 
Russell Cayton Marion, O. 
William Chappeil Defiance, O. 
L. Chilcote 
West Millgrove, O. 
Allen Davidson Kenton, O. 
Don Greiser Stryker, O. 
Eugene Hart 
Ottawa Lake, Mich. 
Klor Heffner     Waynesfield, O. 
Dick Collins Huron, O. 
Robert Dierks Bryan, O. 
Jack Doane Buffalo, N. Y. 
Tony Frances 
Olmsted Falls, O. 
Alvin Felton Toronto, Can. 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. Willard Singer 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Floyd Gehris Van Wert, O. 
Loyal Gryting 
Bowling Green, O. 
Edwin Hammett 
Mahone, W. Va. 
Jim Hicks Bowling Green, O. 
Earl McVey Mt. Cory, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Richard Davis 
New London, O. 
Herbert Guenke Elmore, O. 
Ned Heminger 
North Baltimore, O. 
Robert Henrich 
Bowling Green, O. 
Harlan Highfield 
Hockessen, Del. 
Carl Koch Lima, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Ronald Heilman       Hoytville, O. 
Don Houser Findlay, O. 
Robert Huffman        Pioneer, O. 
Don Jaffary Sandusky, O. 
Dick Mougey Lima, O. 
Ray Murdock 
Liberty Center, O. 
Leonard Perkins 
Wapakoneta, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Martin Gandee Racine, O. 
Darl Gatchell Bucyrus, O. 
Owen Hughes 
Bowling Green, O. 
Jerry Moenter Leipsic, O. 
Rex Moorhead      Van Buren, O. 
Founded,   1926 
Mr. Walter Zaugg 
Rolland Morris 
Wapakoneta, O. 
Dwight Nofziger Stryker, O. 
Home Shilling 
Upper Sandusky, O. 











ng Green, O 
Fremont, O 








North Baltimore, O. 










ng Green, O. 
Bryan, O. 
Fremont, O. 
Robert McVey Mt. Cory, O. 
Eldon Ort Liberty Center, O. 
Robert Rupp Archbold, O. 
Thomas Singell Cleveland, O. 
Byron Swainey Cincinnati, O. 
Robert Rice Grafton, O. 
Page Eighty-two 
First  Row—Lloyd,  Lay,  Hetrick,   Beck,  Egbert,   Hibbard,   Hall,   Dunmyer. 
Second   Row—Snyder,   Berlekamp, Oates,  Wyper,   Hanna,   Stahl,   Haskin. 
INI 
Active Membership,  14 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Nina Beattie 
Founded,  1933 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 




CLASS OF 1939 
CLASS OF 1940 
DeGraff, O. 









Long Island, N. Y. 
Dorothy Hetrick, V. President      Oak Harbor, O 
Ruth Hibbard, Treasurer New London, O 
Lillian Lloyd 





Mary Louise Franzier 
ACTIVE ALUMNAE 







Bowling Green, O. 
Page Eighty-five 
First  Row—Zeigler,  Harlow,  Henderson,  Shearman,   Kaiser,  Brubaker. 
Second   Row—Simmons,   Ruckman,   Parker,   Danklefsen, Cunningham,  Stevens. 
Third   Row—Leininger,   Jones,   Roode,  Zimmerman,   Iman,   Jump. 
il.  I 
Active Membership,   18 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Florence Baird 
Founded,   1928 
Miss Margaret Yocur 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Evelyn Ruchman LaRue, O. 
Ruth Alice Danklefsen 
Elizabeth  Harlow 
Margaret Jones 
CLASS OF 1939 
Paulding, O. 






CLASS OF 1940 
Violet Brubaker 
Marian Cunningham 
Margaret Jean Henderson 
Charlotte Iman 
Emily Jane Jump 
Montpelier, O. 









West Unity, O. 




CLASS OF 1941 
rma Stevens sowlmg tcreen O. 
Page Eighty-six 
First  Row—Wills,   Matthews,   Seiss,   Mason,   Parker,   Kershner,   Hall,  Crandall. 
Second   Row—Rychener,   Biery,   Aspacher,   Gillespie,   Hill,   Wlthrow,   Kurtz,  Burkhart. 
Third   Row—Smeltz,  Chapman,  Frances,   Frltsche,  Suter,  Winters,  Gluss,   Bistline. 
1 
Active Membership,  18 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Grace Wills 
MEMBERS    IN     UNIVERSITY 
Founded,   1930 
Martha Aspacher 
Kathryn Biery 










CLASS OF 1938 
Jeannette Seiss, Vice-President      Dunbridge, O. 






Olmsted Falls, O. 
Westerville, O. 




Glenna  Kurtz 
D'Nelle Mason,  President 
Aileen Matthews, Treasurer 
Isabel Parker 
Wanda Suter 
Rhoda Winters, Sec'y 
CLASS OF 1941 




Helen  Rychener 
Helen Smeltz 
Harrod, O. 











First  Row—Powell,  Harrison,   Marie  LUTZ,   English,  Berlincourt,   Hawley,   Mercer,  Riley. 
Second  Row—Gray,  Grant,   Fassett,  Dickson,  Brooks,  Dickson,   Brady,  Harrison. 
Third  Row—Stump,  Miller,  Powell, Waugh, Zeigler,  Rothrock,  McKnight,  Hott. 
Fourth   Row—Drew, English,  McClure, Slade, Gaines,  Myers,   Rockhold,  Rogers. 
III! 
Active Membership, 31 Founded,   1923 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Helen Henderson Mrs. Irene Moores 
MEMBERS   IN    UNIVERSITY 
Virginia English, President 
Mary Evelyn Gray 
Mary Harmon 
Pauline Harrison 
Theresa   Drewicki 
Mary Gaines 
Grazia Grant 
Mary Alice Hawley, Treas. 
Mary Caroline Lehmann 











Bowling Green, O. 
Waterville, O. 






















Virginia Louise Powell 
Virginia Mae Powell, Sec'y 
















Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 





Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Continental, O. 
Herod, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Page Eighty-eight 
fi b /II 
Page Eighty-nine 
First  Row—Dodds,   Woodworth,   Riley,   Baird,   Grund,   Frum,   Bair,  Smith. 
Second   Row—Nielson,  Cunningham,  Dennis,  Ruch,   Ettinger,   Harlow, Tressel. 
Third   Row—Rew,   Brillhart    Knight,   Richter,   Swartz,   Gryting,   Frank. 
- 
Active Membership,   18 Pi Xi Founded, 1936 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. Cecil L. Rew Miss Caroline Nielsen Miss Florence Baird 
Mrs. B. H.  Urschel Miss Grace Tressel 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Max Brillhart, Secretary 








Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Adeline Smith, Treasurer Gibsonburg, O. 
Frances Woodworth, V. President        Girard, Pa. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Gibsonburg, O. 
Richwood, O. 




CLASS OF 1940 
Mt. Blanchard, O. 
Bloomdale, O. 
Kenton, O. 













First   Row—Grisier,   Brillhart,   McEwen,   Light, Tunnicllffe. 
Second   Row—Riley,   Segrlst,  Riley,  Slotterbeck,  Swartz, Cunningham. 
Third  Row—Robertson,  Gamble, Dehnhoff,  DeVerna,  Leininger. 
0 b 
Active Membership,  15 Founded,   1925 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. R. M. Tunnicliffe Mr. Merrill McEwen 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 








CLASS OF 1938 
Bowling Green, O. 








CLASS OF 1939 
Dorothy Robertson, V. President Haskins, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Mt. Blanchard, O. 




Bowling Green, O. 
Canton, O. 
Page Ninety-one 
First Row—J. W. Carmichael,  Hurlburt, Squire, Keister, West,   Schutzberg, Wirick,  McCrate,  Maddock. 
Second  Row—Shelton,   Lilley,  Cucuro,  Haskin,  Woodworth,   Piatt, Lane, Spitler, Highfield. 
Third   Row—Wilensky,   Lowell, Wirth,  Shanly,  Glover,  Gryting,    Kellogg,   Chappeil,   Heminger. 
PI mppi mifl 
Active Membership, 30 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. J. W. Carmichael 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Eta Founded, 1930 
CLASS OF I93E 
Ruth Flaler 
Loyal Gryting, President 
Margaret Hurlburt 
Clifford Jolley 











Betty Lou Piatt 
Ernest Maddock 
Page Ninety-two 
Fort Recovery, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Painesville, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Vincent McClintock Pandora, O. 
Cecelia McCrate Columbus Grove, O. 
Austin Shelton Bowling Green, O. 
Frances Woodworth, Sec'y-Treas.       Girard, Pa. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Findlay, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bellevue, O. 
Lorain, O. 




Mary C. Lehman 
Betty Schutzberg 
Richard Spitler 
CLASS OF 1940 
Defiance, O. 







Harold T. Wilensky 
Vera Wirick 
Robert Wirth 
CLASS OF 1941 
Columbia Station, O. Marjorie Squire 
Grand Rapids, O. 
Bellefontaine, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Hoytville, O. 
Ottawa Lake, Mich. 
Bowling Green, O. 




First Row—Heitzman, Gryting,  Vann,  McCain,  Squire, Cook,  Powell. 
Second  Row—Berlincourt, Hawley,  McCrate, Schutzberg,  Kilbury,   English. 
Active Membership,  15 Kappa Delta Founded,   1936 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Rea McCain 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Edwin Cook, Treasurer 




Joyce Kilbury, Secretary 
Mary Alice Hawley 
Edythe Patterson 
Wauseon, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Cloverdale, O. 
Greenville, O. 
Plain City, O. 
Cecelia McCrate 
Virginia L. Powell 
Adeline Smith 
George Squire 
James Vann, President 





CLASS OF 1940 
Welda Berlincourt 
Columbus Grove, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Gibsonburg, O. 
Sandusky, O. 





First   Row—Woodworth,   Biery,   Harlow,   Ruch,   Hearer,   uavio,  Smith,   Bair, Taylor. 
Second  Row—Berlincourt,  Lee,  Holt,  Geis,  Knight,  Mooney,   Kaiser. 
Third  Row—Ault, Nielsen,  Flaler,  Dodds, Matthews, Gaeth,  Nielson,  Schwarz. 
Fourth   Row—Zaugg,  Wirth,   Beattie,  Gryting,  Brillhart, Fitch,  Frum. 
I 
Active Membership, 50 Founded,  1915 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. C. J. Biery, Mr. George W. Beattie, Mr. J. W. Carmichael,* Mr. D. J. Crowley, 
Miss H. S. Hayward, Miss L. E. Heston, Mr. Clyde Hissong, Miss Caroline Nielsen, 
Mr. James R. Overman, Mr. John Schwarz, Mr. R. M. Tunnicliffe, Mr. H. B. Williams, 
Mr. W. A. Zaugg. 'Treasurer 
MEMBERS   IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Max Brillhart, V. President,  1st Sem. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Howard  Fitch Waterville, O. 
Ruth Flaler, President, 1st Sem.    Ft. Recovery, O. 
Harold Frum Richwood, O. 
Mary Evelyn Gray Waterville, O. 








N. Baltimore, O. 





st Sem.     Girard, Pa. 
Louise Ault Findlay, O. 
Helen Bair Gibsonburg, O. 
George Beattie, President, 2nd Sem. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Wayne, O. 
Elizabeth Gaeth, V. President, 2nd Sem. 
Oak Harbor, Mich. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Maebelle David 
Elizabeth Harlow 
CLASS OF 1939 
Grace Heater Toledo, O. 
Jane Hobart, Secretary, 2nd Sem. 
Pemberville, O. 
Dorothy Mooney Fremont, O. 
Dorothy Robertson Haskins, O. 
Blanche Ruch Luckey, O. 












Canal Fulton, O. 








West Unity, O. 
Toledo, O. 





First Row—Canfield,  Geib, Ogg,  Morris,  Vann,  King,  Sheidle,-,   Kelbaugh. 
Second  Row—Synnamon,  Stump,  Meifer, Jolley, Nachtrab, Rychener, Scott,  Vasu. 
Third  Row—Britt,   Hicks, Joseph,  Meyer,  Sherck,  Pickering,  Chilcote. 
ypp 
Active Membership,   16 Ohio Alpha Founded,  1937 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. F. C. Ogg 
Mrs. Anna Gryting 
Mr. H. L. Meyer 
Mr. J. R. Overman 
Mr. H. R. Mathias 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Graduate Student 
Mr. C. E. Britt Bowling Green, O. 
CLLASSOF 1928 












New Bremen, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 









Grand Rapids, O. 
Gilboa, O. 
Gibsonburg, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 






West Milgrove, O. 
Mt. Cory, O. 
Don  Pickering 
Cecil Stump 











First  Row—Jump,  Schutzberg,   Bourne,  Frum,   Nielson, Ault. 
Second  Row—Witt,  Shanly,  Moore, Roebke, Squire. 
Third  Row—Wirth,   Knaggs,  Glover,   Konopka,  Weitz. 
fits 
Active Membership,  19 
MEMBER   ON    FACULTY 
Miss Ruth Bourne 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Founded,  1937 























Upper Sandusky, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Sandusky, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
North Baltimore, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Celina, O. 
Allen Davidson 
Emily Jane Jump 
Arthur Shanly 
CLASS OF 1940 
Kenton, O. 
Lemert, O. 






LIEGE I] III 
Page Ninety-seven 
First   Row—Litchfield,   Bushey,   Henderson,   Powell,   Mercer,   Squire. 
Second Row—Shanly, Rohrs, Cromer, Avery, Cryer. 
Third  Row—Swanson, Jordan, Glover,  Ladd. 
Number of Active Members,  15 
Mr. William Jordan 
MEMBERS  ON   FACULTY 
Miss Florence Litchfield 
Date of Founding,  1936 
Mr. Glenn Swanson 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
James Glover Lorain, O. 
Virginia Powell Bowling Green, O. 
George Squire, President Sandusky, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Dudley Avery Bowling Green, O. 
Iva Bushey North Baltimore, O. 
Earl Cryer, V. President North Baltimore, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
William Cromer Piqua, O. 
Josephine Mercer Bowling Green, O. 
Arthur Shanley, Sec'y-Treas.    Ottawa Lake, Mich. 





Bowling Green, O. 
Napoleon, O. 
Page Ninety-eight 
First  Row—McCartney,   Keown,   Allen,   Singer,  Crowley,   Snook,  Squire. 
Second   Row—Taylor,  Frances,  Gaeth,  Mooney,  Flaler,  Osborn, Woodworth. 
Third Row—DeBoer,  Knaggs, Bedell, Cook, Jolley, Williamson. 
f!I 
Active Membership, 20 
Mr. D. J. Crowley 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. G. W. Allen 
Founded,   1918 
Mr. W. E. Singer 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Charles Bedell 
















CLASS OF 1938 
Atheltic Editor 
Editor-in-Chief 






CLASS OF 1939 
Assistant Activities Editor 
Assistant Literary Editor 
Advertising Manager 
Assistant Literary Editor 
Activities Editor 
CLASS OF 1940 
Graduating Sophomore Editor 
Assistant Business Manager 
Assistant Literary Editor 
CLASS OF 1941 
Assistant Literary Editor 
Lorain, O. 
Wauseon, O. 
Fort Recovery, O. 















First  Row—Haskin,  Hurlburt,  Wirth,  Shanly,  Bender,  Habenst3in,  Foster,   Higham, Chaney, Williamson. 
Second   Row—Lowry,  Bender, Long,   Barker,  Wagner,  Williamson,  Spreng,  Kuhn,  Burson,  Heitzman,  Schwarz. 
Third   Row—Omeis,  Taylor,   Kilbury,  Gibson,  West,  Sparrow,  Flaler,   McCann, Deuschle, Squire, Shelton. 
Fourth   Row—Huyck,  Keister,  Brown,  Williams, Sweet,   Dodds,  Eggleston,  Hanline,  Mooney,  Rinehart,  Schilling,  Frum. 
Active Membership, 90 Founded,  1914 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Professor Schwarz 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Florence Deuschle 
Murray Dickey 
Ruth O. Flaler 
Harold Frum 
Floyd Gehres 
Ruth  Heitzman 
Cordelia Hiestand 
Margaret Hurlburt, Sec'y,   1st Sem. 
Amherst, O. 
Continental, O. 
Fort Recovery, O. 
Richwood, O. 
Van Wert, O. 
Cloverdale, O. 
Bluffton, O. 
Anna Mae Kelbaugh Bowling Green, O. 
Joyce Kilbury Plain City, O. 
Kenneth Knaggs, Pres., 2nd Sem.        Rudolph, O. 
Homer Schilling Upper Sandusky, O. 
Austin Shelton Bowling Green, O. 
Albert Siekeres Amherst, O. 
Ester Wiens Swanton, O. 
Painesville, O. 




Mary C. Cosentino 











Betty Jane Lowry 
Van Wert, O. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Leipsic, O. 
Berlin Heights, O. 





Olmsted Falls, O. 
Mayfield Heights, O. 
Gibsonburg, O. 





Albert A. Markley 
Florence Mehring 
Dorothy Metzger 
Carolyn  Pertner 
Ada Rothfelder 
Bernadine Steininger 














Mt. Cory, O. 
2nd Sem.      Cleveland, O. 







Page One Hundred 
First  Row—Allen,  Beagle,  O'Brien,  Cosentino,  Fortman, Cosentino,   Dickey,    Siekeres,    Weitz,     Riddle,    Frances,     Cooper 
Knaggs. 
Second   Row—Allen,   Benjamin,  Barnes, Jones, Jump,   Mehring,   Probst,   Hydeman,   Egbert,   Beatty,   Bailey,   Schroer. 
Third   Row^Simmons,  Christman,   Rice,  Ort,  Deardurff,  Rabe,  Feikes,  Kurtz, Cross,  Steininger, Cucuro. 
Fourth  Row—Kiger,  Squire,  Dunipace,   Rogers,   Simpson,   Ster|jnq(  Willis,   Kelbaugh,   Fritsche,   Pertner,  Johnston,   Metzger 
Mlrilllan. 
Fifth  Row—Gehres,  Moore,  Knaggs,  Lond,  Siekeres, Cromer,  Maddock, Plocher,  Nachtrab,  Shafer, Carmichael. 
CLASS OF 1939 






North Baltimore, O. 
West Millgrove, O. 
Richwood, O. 
Gomer, O. 
Grand Rapids, O. 
Rudolph, O. 
Dorothy Mooney Fremont O 
Paul LeRay Moore North Baltimore O 
Maurine E.  Probst Pandora O 
Helen Taylor Camden O 


















Rose O'Brien, Sec 
Van Wert, O. 




North Baltimore, O. 
urff Bellefontaine, O. 
Kenton, O. 
Fort Recovery, O. 
Olmsted Falls, O. 







'y, 2nd Sem. Painesville, O. 
Martha Omeis 
I la Ort 
Irene Pfeifer 
Mary E. Rice 
Kathryn Rogers 









Robert Wirth, Vice- 




North Baltimore, O. 
I st Sem. 
Ottawa Lake, Mich. 








Pres.,   I st Sem. 
Sherwood, O. 
Page One Hundred One 
Left   to   Right—Baron,   Squire,    Leader,   Dennis,   Stump,   Hargesheimer,   Long,   White,   Scott,   Shanly,   Rosenberger,   Jump, 
Squire,  Frances,  McCartney,   Frances,  Beattie. 
Ill   GEE H 
Active Membership, 24 Founded, 1915 
MEMBER   ON   FACULTY 
G. W. Beattie 








Clyde Scott Tontogany, O. 
Austin Shelton Bowling Green, O. 
George Squire,  1st Sem., Editor        Sandusky, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
George Beattie, 2nd Sem., Editor 














Bowling Green, O. 
Bloomdale, O. 
Pemberville, O. 
Olmsted Falls, O. 







CLASS OF 1941 
Olmsted Falls, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 









Page One Hundred Two 
a 
'<r f itrttf 
ft 4» f 1 
* *** 
First  Row—Moore,   Keysor,   Frehse,  Giltz,   Bruns,  Williamson,  Beckert,   Farwig,  Gehres. 
Second   Row—Burgin,   Small,   King,   Carmichael,  Williamson,   Geib,  Mougey, Armbruster,  Knerr. 
Third  Row—Fisher,  Norton,  Henrich,  Koch,  Kistner, Smith, Walker,  Rupp,  Hollstein,  Pauley. 
Fourth  Row—Dickey,  Gilcher,   Belding,   Kleinheim,   McFarren, Long, Moorhead,  Edgar,   Kaiser,  Chappeil 
Active Members, 55 
Mr. Fauley 
u. 
MEMBERS  ON   FACULTY 
Mr. Jordan 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Mr. Zaugg 
Budd Belding Lyons, O. 
Paul Cramer Findlay, O. 
Murray Dickey Continental, O. 
Arnold Farwig Wayne, O. 
CLASS OF 1938 
Harold Frum Richwood, O. Roland Morris Wapakoneta, O. 
Webster Geib, President Homer Schilling 
New Bremen, O. Upper Sandusky, O. 
Leo Armbruster     Monclova, O. 
Ted Bilan Van Wert, O. 
Dick Brant Defiance, O. 
Guy Buddemeyer 
Wapakoneta, O. 
Mortin Burgin        Lakewood, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Robert Carmichael, Sec'y 
Bowling Green, O. 
William Chappeil Defiance, O. 
Herbert Cornish Fremont, O. 
Bob Henrich Bowling Green, O. 





Bowling Green, O 
North  Baltimore, O. 
Larry Williamson   Cedarville, O. 
Emerson Bruns    Gibsonburg, O. 











CLASS OF 1940 
Richard Kleinheim  Defiance, O. 
Dean Knerr Convoy, O. 
Lloyd Long Antwerp, O. 
Robert Lowell 
Bowling Green, O. 
Albert Markley Nevada, O. 
Thomas Norton 
Upper Sandusky, O. 
Ebert Smith, Vice Pres. 
Ashland, O. 
Elwood Spalt Nevada, O. 
John Williamson 
Cedarville, O. 
John Armstrong Fremont, O. 
William Brillhart Napoleon, O. 
Richard Collins Huron, O. 
David Cross Bowling Green, O. 
Harold  Edger Wauseon, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Richard Hollstein        Kunkle, O. 
Ross Kistner McClure, O. 
Rex Moorhead     Van Buren, O. 
Richard Mougey Lima, O. 
Earl McFarren        Barberton, O. 
Edwin Ramsbottom        Elida, O. 
Robert Rupp Archbold, O. 
Albert Scagnetti      Bellevue, O. 
Stanley Smith 
Upper Sandusky, O. 
Page One Hundred Three 
First  Row—Barnes,  Gray,  Mawer,  Hobart,  Zimmerman,   Hopkins. 
Second  Row—Brooks,  Long,  Robertson, Richter,  Heater, Holt, Sweet. 
Active Membership, 34 Founded,  1918 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Maude F. Sharp 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 








Plain City, O. 
Rockford, O. 
Wapakoneta, O. 
Aileen Nielson, V. Pres. 
Pauline Rupp 
Esther Wiens 




Dorothy   Robertson 
Janet Schutzberg 
Jessie Zimmerman 




Bowling Green, O. 
Toledo, O. 


















Norma Sheer, Secretary 
CLASS OF 1941 





Bowling Green, O. 
West Springfield, Pa. 
Clyde, O. 
Bryan, O. 
Chagrin Falls, O. 
Pioneer, O. 
Deshler, O. 
Page One Hundred Four 
First   Row—Eberly,   Kentfield,   Hanna,   Lee,   Hartman,   Pfeifer,  Barnes,   Benjamin, Jalliff, Allen,  Mirillian. 
Second  Row—Sullins,  Schmehl,  Dennis,  Jump,  Lutz,  Danklefsen, Mehring,  Harrison, Weckerly, Snyder. 
Third   Row—Ruch,  Boulis,   Murphy,  Johnson,   Grant,  Hawley,   Shaw,  O'Brien, Schroer, Christy,  Pertner. 
Fourth   Row—Lee,  Dunham,  Cottrell,  Worstell,   Barth,  Slade,   Hurlburt,  Forrest,  Lee, Cross. 
Fifth  Row—Powell,  Baker,  Bailor, Holt,  McElhaney,  Bishop, Williamson,  Schlumbohm,   Reitz,   Palmer,  Sheckler,   Buttenwieser. 
J T li   [ T  P    [ 
I   11L t     i    I 
Active Membership, 40 
Miss Emilie Hartman 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Wrey Warner 
MEMBERS   IN    UNIVERSITY 
Founded,  1926 




CLASS OF 1938 
Metamora, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Fostoria, O. 




CLASS OF 1939 
Marcile Allen 
Lola Barth, V. President 
R. Danklefsen 
Grazia Grant 












Bowling Green, O. 
Sandusky, O. 
Luckey, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 













Bowling Green, O. 
Delta, O. 
R. Oberholtzer 


































Page One Hundred Five 
First   Row—Ault,   Osborn,   Powoll,   Lutz,   Crockett,  Williamson,   Hopkins, Woodworth,   Flaler,   Kerns,   coyer 
Second   Row—Heilman,   Frulh,  Long,   Shelley,  Bender,   Habenstein,  Higham, Chaney,  Young. 
Third  Row—Shelton,  Riddle, Shanly,  Cryer,  Powell, Ladd, Glover,  Harger,  Carmichael. 
Fourth  Row—Wirth,  Henrich,  Chappeil,  Nachtrab, Madaras,  Maglott,  Hagg,  Hayfield,  Spitler,  Koch. 
J .      U . 
Active Membership, 37 Founded, 1936 
MEMBERS   IN    UNIVERSITY 




Virginia Mae Powell 
Metamora, O. 
Ft. Recovery, O. 
Lorain, O. 






Bowling Green, O. 
Girard, Pa. 
Huron, O. 










Bowling Green, O. 
Defiance, O. 
North Baltimore, O. 










Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Willard, O. 
Hoytville, O. 







Mayfield Heights, O. 
Stony Ridge, O. 
Hoytville, O. 















CLASS OF 1941 
Fremont, O. 
Fostoria, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 





Bowling Green, O. 
Cedarville, O. 
Page One Hundred Six 
First Row—Dotson,  Stewart,  Conrad, Cheetwood, Young,  Rozalle,   Henderlich,   Steele,   Scott,   Bird. 
Second  Row—Herbert,  Klenner, Siminski,   Kormazie, Smith,  Kruse,  Brentlinger,  Clingaman,  Kinney. 
Third   Row—Kinney,   Bushong,   Landis,  Steller,   Glover,  Kuhlman,  Bishop,  Miles,  Cordisco. 
Fourth Row—Ockerman,   Knaggs,  Madaras, Zechman,  Penton,   Inman,  Clingo. 
U L 
Active Membership, 30 Founded,  1935 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
James Inman Harry Ockerman 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Franklin Belding 
Willard  Bird 
John Cheetwood, Pres. 







Bowling Green, O. 
Maumee, O. 

















































River Rouge, Mich. 
Page One Hundred Seven 
Active Membership, 40 Founded,  1926 
DIRECTOR 
Mr. C. F. Church 




CLASS OF 1938 
Bowling Green, O. 
Sylvania, O. 










Ray Light, President 
Don Pickering 
Alvordton, O. 






























Mt. Blanchard, O. 







CLASS OF 1941 
Bloomdale, O. 
Delphos, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Hamler, O. 





















Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Deshler, O. 
Page One Hundred Eight 
Active Member, 34 Date of Founding,  1926 
Conductor M. C. McEwen 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1935 
Max Brillhart 



































Bowling Green, O. 


































Page One Hundred Nine 
~ ■'-■   P-t.—Tuth,   Huffman,   Coursen,   hugnes    L'gfT.   McLau^rin    Wiier-,   Keliogg,   Grc-urKe.   Briiha^t,   V/alker. 
Second  Row—Ward,  Dierks, Stamm,  Huffman,  Rohrbaugh,  Maglott,  Goterba, Nofziger, Rupp,  Swainey, King,  Bishop. 
Third   Row—Hopper,   Mayfield, Chilcote,  Williamson, Whitacre, Grisier,  McFarren, Acocks,  Morris,  Barnhart,  Ullom. 
Active Membership, 34 Founded,  1925 
DIRECTOR 
Mr. C. F. Church 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 









Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Roland Morris 
Dwight Nofziger 
CLASS OF 1939 
Alvordton, O. 
Graytown, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Perrysburg, O. 
Fremont, O. 
Mt. Cory, O. 












CLASS OF 1940 
Donald Grisier Stryker, O. Paul  Ullom Pemberville, O 
John Huffman Perrysburg, O. John Williamson Cedarville, O 
Andrew Rohrbaugh Napoleon, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Malcolm Acocks Bloomdale, O. Ivan Chilcote West Millgrove, O 
George Bishop Bowling Green, O. Darwin Mayfield Bowling Green, O 
Don Coursen North Lima, O. Earl McFarren Barberton, O 
Robert Dierks Bryan, O. Robert Rupp Archbold, O 
Dick Fruth Fostoria, O. Byron Swainey Bowling Green, O 
Clarence Goterba North Lima, O. Joe Walker Deshler, O 
Page One Hundred Ten 
mm 
First Row—Lee, Epley, Berlincourt, Newcombe, Kubach, Chapman, Osborn, Kennedy, Holland, Bistline, Alt—a", Sr;e5r — an, 
Retting, Reitz, Graham. 
Second Row-—Clutter, Lee, Basel, Hutchison, Aspacher, Mohr, Kinney, Greenler, Canfield, Clutter, Headings, Biery, Rych¬ 
ener,  Kerns,  Moser. 
Third Row—Llendecker, Roller, Lombard, Herd, Quellhorst, Goodrich, Bishop, Emmltt, Hllty, Kurtz, Walsh, Baker, Connelly, 
Sigg,  Campbell, Schmehl. 
Fourth Row—Schlumbohm, Lewis, Scovill, Swarat, Wiegel, Bradley, Dunham, Mecken, Wright, Stump, Beckman, Phillips, 
Elchar,  Baum,   Geis,  Suter,   DeBoer,  Segrist. 
IIEIL1 CEEf 






Nina Basel McCutchenvilie, O. 
Esther Baum Swanton, O. 
Welda Berlincourt   Fremont, O. 














Mr. J.  P.   Kennedy 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Pemberville, O. G. Segrist 
CLASS OF 1939 
Republic, O. Mary Shearman 
Ridgeway, O. June Stump 
CLASS OF 1940 
Margaret Greenler 
Holgate, O. 
Betty Geis Canal Fulton, O. 
Muriel Goodrich Lyons, O. 
Frances Graham 
Bellefontaine, O. 
Ruth Hilty Pandora, O. 
Evelyn Kubach 
Birmingham, O. 
Glenna Kurtz Carey, O. 
Jane Lee      West Millgrove, O. 
Gene Lewis Willard, O. 
Mary Altman West Unity, O. 
Marie Baker Van Buren, O. 
Esther Beckman Millbury, O. 
Betty Bishop Greenwich, O. 
Mildred Bistline West Unity, O. 
Roberta Campbell Piqua, O. 
Marjorie Chapman Lima, O. 
Wilma Clutter Martel, O. 
Julia Dunham Forest, O. 












OF  1941 
East Liberty, O. 
Kenton, O. 
West Unity, O. 
Bucyrus, O. 
Wauseon, O. 
ker      Custar, O. 
Wayne, O. 
n   Cleveland, O. 
Metamora, O. 
Bellevue, O. 















owling Green, O. 







Clara Rettig Arlington, O. 
Helen  Rychener Pettisville, O. 
M. Schlumbohm Huntsville, 
Grace Schmehl Rawson, 
Befty Scovill Pioneer, 
Marjorie Swarat Findlc 
Miriam Moser 
Upper Sandusky, O 
lay, 
Page One Hundred Eleven 
First   Row—Edgar,   Mass,   Willett,   Carr,   Taylor,  Williamson,   Koch. 
Second  Row—Heilman,  Houser,  DeHaven,  Sharck,  Ladd,  Kellogg,  Gehres,  Mougey. 
Third   Row—Heminger,  Knerr,  Cryer,   Muth,  Pauley,  Long, Cox, Long, Cryer. 
Fourth   Row—Harger,   Beall,  Rohrbaugh,  Moorhead,  Carr,   Farwig, Piatt, Clark. 
Active Membership, 3 I 
DIRECTOR 
Mr. Leon E. Pauley 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 



















CLASS OF 1938 
Floyd Gehres 
CLASS OF  1939 
North Baltimore, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 





















CLASS OF 1941 
Bloomdale, O. 
Woodstock, O. 

















Bowling Green, O. 
Findlay, O. 
Page One Hundred Twelve 
DeHaven,  Long, Cryer,  McMeeken 
Active Members, 4 Date of Founding, 1920 
DIRECTOR 
Leon E. Pauley 
MEMBERS   IN   UNIVERSITY 





CLASS OF 1940 
Kermit Long Bellevue, O. 
CLASS OF  1941 
William Cryer North Baltimore, O. 
Page One Hundred Thirteen 
First   Row—Hanna,   Rostofer,   Hanna,  Jump,  Jenkins,   Bourne,  Cross,   DeBcer,  Au,;,   Blackmore.  Smith. 
Second   Row—Baxter,   Forrest,  Quellhorst, Griffith,   Linz,   Ellis,   Deuschle,  Angersbach,  Norton, Yawberg. 
Third  Row—Stelzer,  Barrett,  Evans,  Harvey,  Dunipace,  Druschol, Sheaffer,  Swartz,  Devereaux,  Kerns. 
Fourth Row—Christman,   Boyee,  Clantz,   Ealy, Young,  Krill,  Bodey,  Palmer, VanMeter,  Herd. 
Active Membership, 41 
Miss Ruth Bourne 
SPONSORS 
Miss Reata Smith 
Alpha Gamma Founded,  1938 







Jane DeBoer, V. President 
Zetta Druschel 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Amherst, O. Dolores Yawberg 
CLASS OF 1939 
Findlay, O. Doris Kerns 
DeGraff, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Toledo, O. 





Emily Jump, Secretary 
Margaret Linz 
Doris Palmer 












Virginia Cross, President 



























Mt. Victory, O. 







Bowling Green, O. 
Page One Hundred Fourteen 
First  Row—Mirillian,   Leedom,   Blackburn,   Ewing,   Rader,  Given, Sheer,  Kelbaugh, Lane,   Ebersole,   Heater,  Muhlhon,   Bourne, 
Kerns. 
Second  Row—Goodwin,  Sockman,  Hoeffel, Danklefson,   Forrest,  Badey,  Hanna, Boyee, Hanna,  Ellis,  Blackmore, Angersback, 
Swartz,  Norton. 
Third  Row—Munn,   Biery,   Henrich,   Parker,   Gillespie,  Beagle,  Seller,  Foltz,  Graham,   Druschel,   Kear,  Jones,  Dunham. 
Fourth Row—Wagner, Given,  Phillips, Rathfelder, Heckerman,    Flaler,    Mooney,    Balsizer,   Crum,   Weber,    Beckman,    Kuhn, 
Spreng,  Ogan,  Rogers. 
Fifth   Row—Miller,   Lee,  Brubaker,  Richter,  Willis,  Weckerly,  Wright,  Braithwaite, Bassitt,  Eggers, Moffitt, Yawberg, Grund. 
U . 
Active Membership, 73 
MEMBERS  ON   FACULTY 
Miss Florence Baird     Miss Ruth Bourne     Mrs. Anna Gryting     Miss Alma Leedom 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Date of Founding,  1926 
Miss Wrey Warner 
Ruth Emmitt Luckey, O. 
Jean Ewing Findlay, O. 
Ruth Flaler      Fort Recovery, O. 
Ima Goodwin 
Columbus Grove, O. 
Helen Bair Gibsonburg, O. 
Ruth Danklefsen       Paulding, O. 
Jane Hobart       Pemberville, O. 
Marg. Bassitt N. Baltimore, O. 
Genevieve Beagel Bluffton, O. 
Kathryn Biery Ottawa, O. 
Vi. Beuebacker Montpelier, O. 
Betty Braithwaite Lakeside, O. 
Zetta Druschel Kenton, O. 
Winifred Eaken Hubbard, O. 
Maxine Ferguson Morral, O. 
Lois Forrest Cecil, O. 
Janette Gamble    Wauseon, O. 
CLASS OF 1938 
Cordelia Hiestand    Bluffton, O. 
Ruth Howell Greenville, O. 
Anna  Kelbaugh 














West Unity, O. 














CLASS OF 1940 
Bernita Gillespie       Hamler, O. 
Fran. Graham   Bellefontaine, O. 
Dorothy Grund Weston, O. 
Helen Heckerman Toledo, O. 
M. Henrich Bowling Green, O. 
Ruth Hibbard New London, O. 
Ruth Hilty Pandora, O. 
Marie Hoeffel Cecil, O. 
Mildred Mannhardt 
Bowling Green, O. 
CLASS OF  1941 
Mura Given McGuffey, O. 
Laura Hiestand Bluffton, O. 
Helen Kear Williamstown, O. 
Ruth Ketzenburger 
Bowling Green, O. 
Jean Kinney Bucyrus, O. 
Ester Lee Wauseon, O. 
Mary May Lima, O. 
Florence Mehring Napoleon, O. 
Catherine Mirillian      Lorain, O. 
Aileen Neilson 
North Baltimore, O. 
Louise Wiegel Paulding, O. 
Frances Woodworth 
Girard, Pa. 
Helen Miller Lima, O. 
Dorothy Mooney      Fremont, O. 
M. Zaugg       Bowling Green, O. 
Frances Miller Edon, O. 
Ruth   Mann Perrysburg, O. 
Betty Piatt Tiffin, O. 
Ruth Richter Pemberville, O. 
Kathryn Rogers N. Baltimore, O. 
Norma Sheer, Treasurer 
Chagrin Falls, O. 
N. Wickerly Whitehouse, O 
Evelyn Willis Norwalk, O. 
Ruth Wright Forrest, O. 
Beulah Moffitt Zanesfield, O. 
Arlyne Muhlhan 
Independence, O. 
Fairy Rader Leipsic, O. 
Ada Rathfelder 
Bellefontaine, O. 
LaVerne Swartz Wellington, O. 
Mary Weber Forrest, O. 
Frances- Williamson 
Cedarville, O. 
Page One Hundred Fifteen 
First  Row—Maglott,   Doane,  Close,   Rupp,   Long,  Grisier,   Dic^y, Shaffer. 
Second   Row—Mesnard, Jordan,  Cross,   Offenhauer,  Weber,  Zaugg, Shafer. 
Third  Row—Swainey, White,  Cross,   Belding,  McFarren,  Light,   Rosenberger, Gatchell,  Emans. 
EPS 
Active Membership, 23 
Mr. R. E. Offenhauer" 
Mr. W. A. Zaugg 
MEMBERS  ON   FACULTY 
Mr. W. C. Jordan 
Mr. J. Weber 
Rev. L. Cross 
Founded, 1938 
FOUNDER 
Rev. A. G. Jenkins 






BowJing Green, O. 
Continental, O. 
CLASS OF 1938 
Robert Shaffer 
CLASS OF 1939 
Kermit Long, President 
Donald Maglott 
Donald Grisier, Vice President 
Carl Rupp 
Bowling GVeen, O. 
-■" jl.       Bucyrus, O. 
. „■■• CLASS OF 1940 
Gerald White, Secretary Stryker, O. 
Archbold, O. 






Bowling Green, O. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Ottawa, O. 
Darl Gatchell, Treas. 
Earl   McFarren 
Richard Shaffer 
Byron Swainey 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bellevue, O. 





Bowling Green, O. 
Page One Hundred Sixteen 
[ JIEII U L 
Page One Hundred Seventeen 
£ *m        TW ' I     I    "l'    • 1 «     -   ►  iT-W-T.-* 
T?    ^   n    ->    «-• ^ ff»    ^    o    ft   (*,. ■ e 
Firsi- Row—Dyer,  Brady,  Howell,  Jordan,   Logan,  Egnew, Jacobs,  Baxter,   Leininger,  Balsizer,  Dunipace,   Harrison. 
Second  Row—Moores,  Koch,  Gamble,   Robertson,  Cunningham, Loomis,  Riley,  Dehnhoff,  Roode,  Riley,  DeVerna,  Kear. 
Third  Row—Kennedy,  Greunke,  Nofziger,  Stamm, Gerwin, Hopper,   Dierks,   Swarat,   Segrist,   Scruggs,   Gaines,   Slotterbeck, 
Tunnicliffe. 
Fourth  Row—McEwen, Whitacre,  Ullom,  Huffman,  Rex, Grisier, Light,  Pickering,  Pauley,  Brillhart,  Huffman,  Bushman. 
Active Membership, 51 Founded, 1925 
MEMBERS  ON   FACULTY 
Mr. Leon Pauley Mr. R. M. Tunnicliffe Mr.  M. C. McEwen 
Mrs. Irene C. Mooers Miss Margaret Scruggs 
Max Brillhart 
Bowling Green, 
Pauline DeVerna Sylvania, 
Norma Gamble      Wauseon, 









Rose Dehnhoff Van Buren, 
Pauline Egnew Lyons, 
Evelyn Balsizer Fremont, 
Phyllis Brady Hamler, 
Robert Dierks Bryan, 
Charlotte  Dunipace 
Pemberville, 
Eloise Dyer Pemberville, 
R 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Ruth Howell Greenville, O. 
O. Margaret Koch        Rockford, O. 
O.        Mary Loomis 
O. Bowling Green, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Graham Hopper 
O. Bowling Green, O. 
Raymond Light Bucyrus, O. 
O. Don Pickering 
O. Newcomerstown, O. 
Dorothy Robertson    Haskins, O. 
O.        Ruth Slotterbeck  Bloomdale, O. 
CLASS OF  1940 
Donald Grisier Stryker, O. 
O.        John Huffman       Perrysburg, O. 
O. S. Leininger   Bowling Green, O. 
O. Martha Riley Canton, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
O.        Gerald Gerwin 
O.                                        Gibsonburg, O. 
O.         Helen Harrison Fostoria, O. 
Monda Hott Dayton, O. 
O.         Marjorie Jacobs Bellevue, O. 
O.         Marian Jordan Toledo, O. 
Dwight Nofziger Stryker, O. 
Elnora  Riley Canton, O. 













Helen Kear     Williamstown, O. 
Phyllis Logan Wayne, O. 
Fred Rex Harrod, O. 
Ruthanna Rupp      Archbold, O. 
GRADUATE 
aymond Current Dunbridge, O. 
Page One Hundred Eighteen 
First   Row—Powell,   Snook,   Spayth,   Knaggs,   Conrad,   Parker,   Huntington. 
Second   Row—Barnhart,  Clingo,  Powell,  Bowers,   Ringer,  Knecht,  Wight. 
Third  Row—Brentlinger,   Druse,   Bistline,  Crowley,  Wickard. 
I 
Active Membership, 21 Founded,   1936 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. D, J. Crowley Mr. E. C. Powell 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Frederick Bistline West Unity, O. 
Robert Clingo Bowling Green, O. 
Harold Conrad, V. President Maumee, O. 
Kenneth Knaggs, President Rudolph, O. 
Robert Kruse 
William Snook 
Dwight Spayth, Secretary 
Charles Wight 





















CLASS OF 1940 






CLASS OF 1941 
Martin Wickard Jerry City, O. 
Page One Hundred Nineteen 
•fiP 
First Row—Brooks,  English,  McCain, Nielson, McCrate. 
Second   Row—Bortel,   Gernert,   Vann,   Highfield. 
Hi UN I] 
Active Membership, 8 Founded,  1935 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Rea McCain 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS of 1938 
Virginia English, Sec'y-Treas., Bowling Green, O. Aileen Nielson 
Bill Gernert, V. President Bowling Green, O. James Vann, President 
Cecelia McCrate Columbus Grove, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Stanley Bortel Bowling Green, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Weldon Brooks Fostoria, O. Harlan Highfield 
North Baltimore, O. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Hockessin, Del. 
Page One Hundred Twenty 
First Row: Russell, Bushey, Dillinger, Hopkins, Ferris, Crass, Mohr, Crockett, Roeder, Ruehle, Mackling, Cosentino, Hanna, 
Brooks, Johnston. 
Second Row: Fischer, Trombly, Hiestand, Keister, Alexander, Weckerly, Hargesheimer, Leader, Linz, Worstell, Kiefer, Car¬ 
penter,  Thompson. 
Third Row: Stump, Myers, Fouts, Gravlin, Crum, Rupp (Pauline), Rupp (Evelyn), Schnurr, Barber, Dennis, Neuhauser, 
Waugh,   Henrich. 
Fourth Row: Mercer, Zeigler, Miller, Omeis, Bender, Long, Gibson, McAuley, Kellogg, Dorfmeyer (Robert), Koch, 
Howard,   Henderlich. 
Fifth  Row:  Dryer,  Sguire,   Dorfmeyer  (Walter),  Cayton,   Bird,   Dahms, Maas, Doane,  Piatt,  Rupp, Meyer, Heilman, Knepper. 
Active Membership, 75 
Miss Nellie Ogle 
Eugene Beatty Bradner, O. 
Willard Bird Marblehead, O. 
Leona Crockett Metamora, O. 
Mary E. Fouts Toledo, O. 
M. Howard     Mt. Blanchard, O. 
D. Alexander Pemberville, O. 
Louise Ault Findlay, O. 
Iva Mae Bushey, Pres., 2nd Sem. 
North Baltimore, O. 
Russel Cayton Morral, O. 
Ned Heminger, V.-Pres. 
1st Sem.    North Baltimore O. 
Weldon Brooks, Secretary 
2nd Sem. Fostoria, O. 
Leighton Bryan Bradner, O. 
Harold Dahme Cygnet, O. 
Betty Dillinger, Secretary 
1st Sem. N. Baltimore, O. 
John Doane Buffalo, O. 
Orville Dryer Genoa, O. 
Pauline Fischer Haskins, O. 
Ruth Barber Findlay, O. 
Margaret Bender Bryan, O. 
Catherine Cosentino 
Berlin Heights, O. 
Janet Crum Greenwich, O. 
Bernice Dennis Bloomdale, O. 
Betty Ferris Middlepoint, O. 
M. Gibson Bowling Green, O. 
Helen Gravlin Deshler, O. 
Ruth Hanna Deshler, O. 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. E. G. Knepper 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Tennis Huyck Swanton, O. 
Evelyn Rupp Archbold, O. 
Pauline Rupp Archbold, O. 
Grace Showalter 
Van Wert, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Waldo Henderlich, V.-Pres. 
1st Sem. Port Clinton, O. 
Londa Crass Bowling Green, O. 
Cordelia Hiestand Bluffton, O. 
L. Keister Grand Rapids, O. 
Carl Koch Lima, O. 
Betty Myers Bucyrus, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Marilee Hargesheimer 
Van Wert, O. 
M. Henrich Bowling Green, O. 
Evelyn Leader Deshler, O. 
Margaret Linz      Richmond, Ind. 
William Maas, Treas., 1st Sem. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Josephine Mercer 
Bowling Green, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Lavone Hopkins Alger, O. 
Rosemary Johnston 
Bowling Green, O. 
Dorothy Kiefer Monclova, O. 
G. Kellogg West Unity, O. 
Esther R. Long Fostoria, O. 
Mary McAuley Perrysburg, O. 
Dora Mackling Stony Ridge, O. 
Meredith  Miller Harrod, O. 
Sybil Mohr Metamora, O. 
Founded,  1922 
Mrs. M. B. Carpenter 
George Squire, Pres. 1st Sem. 
Sandusky, O. 
Maxine Suter, Treas., 2nd Sem. 
Walbridge, O. 
Helen Neuhauser   Archbold, O. 
Dorothy Ogan Ottawa, O. 
James Piatt Tiffin, O. 
June Stump Bellevue, O. 
Wanda Trombly 
Ottawa Lake, Mich. 
D. Ziegler        Bowling Green, 0. 
Martha Omeis Mayfield, O. 
Ervin  Rathenbuhler 
Pemberville, O. 
Margaret Russel 
North Bloomfield, O. 
Lois Schnur Delta, O. 
Norma Weckerly 
Whitehouse, O. 
Helen Worstell     Bloomdale, O. 
Dorothy Roeder Lima, O. 
Florence Ruehle Carey, O. 
Robert Rupp Archbold, O. 
Christine Thompson 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 
William Warren 
Kenmore, New York 
J. Waugh Bowling Green, O. 
Glendora Woods 
Bowling Green, O. 
ey. First  Row—King,  Friesner, Amos,  Forrest,  Geis, Cox,  Blackburn,   Ruchener,  Ewing,   Kerns,   Bistline,   Brad 
Second   Row—Bayes,   Hennings,  Sigg,   Burkhart,   Kurt,  Griffith,  Seller,  Beagle,  Graham,  Scovill. 
Third  Row—Hutchinson,  Bailer,  Ort, Sterling,  Deardurff,   Lowry,   Matthews,   Haywood,  Layman,  Badger,   Moffitt. 
Fourth   Row—Suter,  Wiegel,  Wells,  Treier,   Bidlack,   Sweet,   Phillips,   Dickey,  Kohring,   Moser,   Bodey. 
{ -n\m\ U L 
Active Membership, 61 
Miss Neva West 
Founded,  1929 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss  Nina   Beattie Miss Erma Hearn 
Miss Alice Roth Miss Helen McKibben 
Elaine Andrews Toledo, O 
Roena Bayes Farmer, O 
Genevieve Beagle 




Elizabeth  Bringe 






Betty Geis, President 
Canal Fulton, O 
Mary J. Altman 
West Unity, O 
Esther Beckman Millbury, O 
Hazel Diehl       Mark Center, O 
Ruth  Brillhart 
Mary A. Ellis 
Jean Ewing 
Dorothy Harvey 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Lois Egbert Pemberville, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Doris Kerns, V. President Ridgeway, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Francis Graham 
Bellefontaine, O. 
Martha Griffith Elida, O. 
Marylin Hennings 
Bloomdale, O. 
Ruth Hibbard New London, O. 
W. Kershner 
Liberty Center, O. 
Merry King Green Springs, O. 
Margaret Kohring Toledo, O. 
Lillian Lay Haviland, O. 
Eva Leindecker Custar, O. 
Lillian Lloyd Lima, O. 
Kathleen Lowry Lakeview, O. 
Aileen Mathews Crestline, O. 
R. Oberholtzer 
Benton Ridge, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Lucy E. Haywood 
Waynesfield, O. 
M. Hutchinson 
West Unity, O. 
Delta, O.        Fern M. Johnston      Pioneer, O. 
Alger, O.        Beulah Moffit        Zanesfield, O. 
Findlay, O.        Frieda Morhart       Hicksville, O. 
Miriam Moser 










Rose O'Brien Painesville, O. 
Donna Parker 
North Olmsted, O. 
Dorothy Ryland Bucyrus, O. 
Vera Seller Fayette, O. 
Ruth Sheaffer Nevada, O. 
Grayce Sigg, Sec'y-Treas. 
Sherwood, O. 
Rita Snyder Metamora, O. 
L. Sterling 
North Baltimore, O. 
Josephine Sweet Rudolph, O. 
Dorothea Tietz Wauseon, O. 
Gladys Treier Findlay, O. 
Kathryn Walsh Elmore, O. 
Louise Wiegel Paulding, O. 
Fairy Rader Leipsic, O. 
Clara Rettig Arlington, O. 
Helen  Rychener Pettisville, O. 
Betty Scovill Pioneer, O. 
La Verne Swartz 
Wellington, O. 
Mary Warren Jewell, O. 
Martha Warren Jewell, O. 
Page One Hundred Twenty-two 
First  Row—Daugherty,   Lewis,   Basel,   Buerk,  Clutter, Aspacher,    Biery, Emmitt,  Poor,  Homan, Meyer, Rostofer,  Hanna, Moore. 
Second  Row—Huyck,  Brown, Quellhorst,  Barrett,  Holland,  Clutter,    Berlekamp,   Wagner,   Wyper,   Sockman,   Scoles,   Snyder 
Niehousmyer,  Fortman,  Rice. 
Third  Row—Lynch, Thomas,   Miller, Hilty,  Beatty,   David,  Lee,   Seller,   Rupp,   Lee,   Greenler,  Stelzer,  MacChrlsty,   Mawer. 
Fourth   Row—Ruehle,   Epley,   Roode,   Fritsche,  Eggleston,   Kinsley,   Gluss,   Jones,   Rathfelder,   Auer,   Katterhelnrich,   Clantz, 
O'Bryant,   Evans,  Druschel. 
Fifth   Row—Weber,  Kinney,  Yost,   Simpson,   Swallem,  Day,  Offenhauer,   Lorenz,   Willis,   Williams,   Young,   Ealy,   Edwards. 
U L 
Active Membership, 53 Founded,  1935 
MEMBERS  ON   FACULTY 
Miss Marvalene Day 
Miss Maude Doane 
Mr. Hoppes 
Miss Elsie Lorenz 




Nina Basel McCutchenvilie, O. 
Irma Berlekamp Tiffin, O. 
Kathryn Biery Ottawa, O. 
Evelyn Clutter Morrall, O. 
Zetta Druschel Kenton, O. 
Eleanor Epley, V. Pres. 
Marion, O. 
Virginia   Fels Swanton, O. 


















Mt. Victory, O. 
Berlin Center, O. 
Hamler, O. 
Miss Irene Mills 
Miss Ethel Reed 
Miss Roth 
Miss Van Dorn 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Mary Hitchcock 
Middlepoint, O. 
Ethel Huyck Swanton, O. 
E. Katterhelnrich 
New Knoxville, O. 
Barbara Kilbride 
Berlin Heights, O. 
Jane Lee West Millgrove, O. 
Kathryn Lewis, Sec'y 
Willard, O. 
Jayne Lynch Lakeside, O. 
Helen Morris Lima, O. 
Miriam Myers 
New Washington, O 
CLASS OF 1939 
Emily Henderson 
Sherwood, O. 
Madeline Hill Prospect, O. 
Mary Holland Kenton, O. 
Mary Jones 
Columbus Grove, O. 
Arabelle Kinsley Fostoria, O. 
Esther Lee Wauseon, O. 






St. Marys, O. 
Mary Rice Delphos, O. 
Pauline Seller Archbold, O. 
Martha Simpson 
Bellefontaine, O. 
Mary Smith Helena, O. 
Mary Willford 
New Washington, O. 
Dorothy Williams Lima, O. 

















Page One Hundred Twenty-three 
First Row—Ebersole, Green,  Benjamin, Zeigler, Sullins,  Burson,  Gray,  Allen, Allen,  Munn,  Devereaux. 
Second Row—Herd, Heater, Clum, Goodwin,  Eakin, Gamble,  Deuschle, Vore,  Muhlhan,  Staats,  Vincent,  Dinsmore. 
Third   Row—Blackmore,  Boyee,   Braithwaite,  Kaiser, Overholt,   Lane,  King,  Newcombe,  Henderson, Iman, Barnes, Schmehl. 
Fourth   Row—Schutzberg,  Pfeifer,   Knepper, Gaeth,  Johnson,   Henderson,  Heston, Given, Schlumbohm, Roller, Hopkins. 
Fifth   Row—Danklefsen,  Hobart,  Connelly,   Nichelson, Zimmerman,    Bitter,   Ketzenbarger,   Foltz,     Baum,     Swarat,     Hanline, 
Mehring. 
HOME mm\u 
Active Membership, 58 
Miss Laura E. Heston 
Nina  Burson Findlay, O. 
Florence Deuschle   Amherst, O. 
Ima Goodwin 
Columbus Grove, O. 
Marcile Allen Farmer, O. 
Ruth Danklefson       Paulding, O. 
Janet Fitkin Toledo, O. 
Betty Gaeth       Oak Harbor, O. 
Grace Heater Toledo, O. 



















Margaret Allen Van Wert, O. 
D. Benjamin Brooklyn, N. Y. 
D. Devereaux Wellington, O. 
Laura Ebersole Arcadia, O. 
M. Foltz       North Baltimore, O. 
Jane Given Alger, O. 
Marie Green Milan, O. 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss Madge Johnson 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1938 
Mary E. Gray, President 
Waterville, O. 
Pauline Harrison Fostoria, O. 
Janet McCann 
Scotch Ridge, O. 
CLASS OF 1939 
Margaret King Findlay, O. 
Marian  Knepper Tiffin, O. 
Doris Lane Bellefontaine, O. 
Helen Miller, Treas.      Lima, O. 
S. Overholt Van Buren, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Winifred Eakin Buffalo, N. Y. 
Janette Gamble Wauseon, O. 
M. Henderson Stoneboro, Pa. 
D. Hetrick Oak Harbor, Mich. 
Edith Hopkins 
W. Springfield, Pa. 
Charlotte Iman, Sec'y 
Crestline, O. 
M. Kaiser West Unity, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Roberta  Hanline 
Gibsonburg, O. 





Founded,  1922 
Miss Helen W. Henderson 
Helen Nichelson 
Bowling Green, O. 
B. Schutzberg 
Bowling Green, O. 
J. Schutzberg 
Bowling Green, O. 














Erla  Radley Montpelier, O. 
M. Schlumbohm 
Bellefontaine, O. 
Grace Schmell Rawson, O. 
Marjorie Swarat Findlay, O. 
P. Vincent Scott, O. 
Betty Vore Lima, O. 
Page One Hundred Twenty-four 
First Row—Mooney,  Richter, Yawberg,  Grund,  Baird,  Frum,  Smith,   Lowry. 
Second  Row—Rew,  Howell,  Nielsen, Cunningham,  Ruch,  Ettinger,  Harlow,  Tressel. 
Third Row—Rockhold, Dennis, Knight,  Dodds,  Leader, Woodworth,  Hanna,  Barker. 
Fourth  Row—Brillhart, Weitz, Bishop,  Gryting,  Frank. 
mu 
Active Membership, 25 Founded,   1931 
MEMBERS    ON    FACULTY 
Miss  Florence Baird 
Mr. C. L. Rew 
Miss Caroline Neilsen 
Miss Grace Tressel 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Max Brillhart 
Loyal Gryting 
Ruth Howell, President 
Aileen Nielson, V. President 
CLASS OF 1938 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Greenville, O. 















Bowling Green, O. 
Dorothy Mooney 











Mt. Blanchard, O. 
Bloomdale, O. 
Kenton, O. 














CLASS OF 1941 
Betty Jane Lowry Canton, O. 
Page One Hundred Twenty-five 
First Row—Haskin, Ault,  Woodworth,  Lane,  Piatt,  Schutzburg,  West,  Keister,  Squire, Wirick. 
Second  Row—Carmichael,   Peters,  Lilley,  Lowell, Gryting,  Francis,   Lee, Cucuro. 
Third  Row—Cromer, Shanley, Dickey, Shine, Glover, Wirth, Maddock,  Spitler. 
Active Membership, 25 Founded,  1920 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. J. W. Carmichael 




CLASS OF 1938 
Napoleon, O. 
Lorain, O. 









CLASS OF 1939 
Findlay, O. 
Bellevue, O. 






Bowling Green, O. 
Hoytville, O. 





Betty Lou Piatt 
Piqua, O. 
Huntington, N. Y. 
Fremont, O. 







Ottawa Lake, Mich. 
Fostoria, O. 





Olmsted Falls, O. 
Colummbia Station, O. 
CLASS OF 1941 
Marjorie Squire Sandusky, O. 
Page One Hundred Twenty-sb 
First  Row—Heilman,  Riggle, Shelley, Quillen, Wagner,  Ferris,  Beatty. 
Second   Row—White,  Craft,   McLaughlin,   Dorfmeyer,  Penton, Mougey. 
Third  Row—Basinger,  Cooper,   Maglett,   Powell,  Dryer. 
0 mill 
Number of Active Members, 12 
MEMBER    ON    FACULTY 
Mr. B. B. Quillen 
MEMBERS    IN    UNIVERSITY 
Date of Founding,  1938 
CLASS OF 1938 
Eugene Beatty Bradner, O. 
Joe McLaughlin Bowling Green, O. 
Reed Shelley, President Mendon, O. 
La Void Wagner, V. President Dupont, O. 





Wendell Wriggle, Secretary 
Columbus, Grove, O. 
Grover Hill, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Bowling Green, O. 
Columbiana, O. 
CLASS OF 1940 
Don Cooper 
Orville Dryer 
Ronald Heilman, Treasurer 
North Baltimore, O. 
Genoa, O. 
Hoytville, O. 
Page One Hundred Twenty-seven 
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Page One Hundred Twenty-eight 
Page One Hundred Twenty-nine 
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STEWART DOTSON MADARAS KLENNER KUHLMAN HERBERT 
BOYER BRENTLINGER KORMOZIS SIMINSKI CLINGAMAN CHEETWOOD 
Page One Hundred Thirty 
f 
MILES MOHLER SOSKEY 
KNECHT STEELE RATHBUN KINNEY YOUNG PENTON 
Page One Hundred Thirty-one 
First   Row—Cheetwood,  Wood,   Klenner,   Kuhlman,   Siminski,   Brentlinger,   Kormozls.   Hagemeyer,   Adolph   Madaras,    Penton, 
Stewart, Powell. 
Second   Row—Steller,   Mohler,  Steele,   Mustain,   Boyer,   Clingamen,   Rathbun,   Kenechr,   McNeel,   Newlove,   Herbert. 
Third   Row—Ockerman,   Frutig,   Dysinger,  George   Madaras,  Young,   Miles,  Koown,   Soskey,  Lowell,  Dotson,   Inman. 




B.G  13 
Hiram    0 
Capitol     0 
Heidelberg    0 
Kent   13 
B.G  0 
B.G  0 
B.G   0 
B.G......  7 
B-W  ..21 
Wittenberg 12 
Mich. Norm 25 
Northern     9 
Page One Hundred Thirty-two 
iKu^jt^ 
STELLER LANDIS OCKERMAN INMAN 
Just another way of coming out on top! There are other ways too. 
Just compare the total scores and you will discover that the Falcons are 
just four touchdowns behind for the 1937 season. Then consider the 
fact that we encountered two teams which have always been rated in a 
higher stratum of football, and emerged with a reasonably close score. 
These factors constitute a successful season in any football league. Hats 
off to Captain Johnny Cheetwood and his fighting Falcons of 1937! 
The colorful playing of our seniors, Captain Cheetwood, the lad with 
the John Barrymore profile, who played end; "Bob" Young, the guard 
who crawled from beneath a pile-up, calmly remarking, "Fellows, it's won¬ 
derful the amount of punishment the human body will stand. Let's try 
that one again!" and Dale Kuhlman and Harlan Kinney, backs, whose 
steady work and spirit have inspired Falcon teams during their three 
years of varsity play. All have left the imprint of their characters upon 
the campus life of our University. 
For the 1938 Conference race, Coach Ockerman has nearly four com¬ 
plete teams of veterans, led by captain-elect Wayne Stewart, one of 
the triple-threat mainstays of last season.    Good hunting,  Falcons! 
Page One Hundred Thirty-three 
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Page One Hundred Thirty-four 
nm 
First  Row—Hagemeyer,   McNeel,   Madaras,  Conrad,  Cooper,Marko, Zechman. 
Second   Row—Landis,   Budd,  Cordisco,  Pick,   Bushong,   Kruse. 
Third   Row—Welker,   Kinney,   Kuhlman,  Wilke,  Bishop,   Miles,  Steele. 
*yft % 
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Page One Hundred Thirty-five 
KUHLMAN KINNEY HAGEMEYER CONRAD 
BUSHONG BISHOP WILKE 
Page One Hundred Thirty-six 
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STEELE WELKER McNEEL 
Page One Hundred Thirty-seven 
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MADARAS COOPER ZECHMAN 
B.G 50 
B.G. 50 
B.G   50 
B.G 34 
B.G.  42 
B.G... 36 
B.G  43 
B. G 48 
B.G  45 
B.G... 34 
Giffin  27 
Defiance 36 
Ohio Northern 42 
Detroit Tech. 28 
Mount Union 40 
Heidelberg    39 
Hiram  33 
Kent  32 
Ashland   44 
Otterbein     38 
B.G 49 
B.G 55 
B.G.     49 
B.G 40 
B.G 34 
B.G     34 




Bluffton   30 
Capitol   48 
Ohio Northern 43 
Wittenberg  43 
Mich.  Normal  24 
Geary, Jr.  32 
Heidelberg   34 
Akron   52 
Cleary, Jr.  22 
Findlay    39 
DISKETD 
Even the groundhogs came out of their burrows to bask in the heat of 
the pace set by the swooping Falcons in their race for the 1937-38 bas¬ 
ketball pennant of Ohio. If ever an athletic team in the history of our 
University fully exemplified the significence of the term Falcon, that 
honor must be shared with this group led by Captain Harold Conrad. 
The Alumni and under-graduates extend a hearty hand of fellowship to 
each member of this splendid team. 
The presence of James Zechman and Harold Bishop, All-State High 
School men, furnished a forward and guard around which Coach Landis 
built this championship combination. There were four Seniors on the 
squad. Captain Harold Conrad, Glen Smith, Dale Kuhlman, and Harlan 
Kinney. Their steadying influence on the fast-stepping sophomores was 
of incalculable importance on the season's record. 
The sentiment of the co-captains-elect, Cordisco and Cooper, as to 
next season's prospects and may be summed up one one phrase "1938- 
39 Conference Pennant". They will lead a big squad of veterans who 
really play the game of basketball.    Look out, everybody! 
Page One Hundred Thirty-eight 
I II 
Page One Hundred Thirty-nine 
QQ [I 
With the 1938 track season barely under way, B.G. has scored two im¬ 
pressive victories. Albion College came, saw, and was conquered. Then 
Oberlin followed. The latter meet is especially gratifying, since it gave 
B. G. its first win over this powerful team. 
Co-captains Harland Kinney and John Frontz, aided by Glen "Iron 
Man" Smith, Verlin Johnson, William Gernert, William Franks, and Clyde 
Kinney will take care of the dashes, hurdles, and quarter-mile. 
Smith, Belding, Madaras, and Klenner are outstanding in the field 
events; while Foster and Bushong aid this group in the jumps. 
The distance men are led by such veterans as James Glover, George 
Rozelle, Klor Heffner, Cal Kellogg, John DeHaven, Al Siekeres, and 
Robert Ringer. 
Page One Hundred Forty 
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
First Row—DeHaven,  Frontz,  Gernert,  Farwig,   Kruse. 
Second   Row—McMahan,   Simmons,   Klenner,   Herbert,  Soskey. 
PIN   PONG  AND  HAND  BALL  CHAMPIONS 
Baron,   Wilkle,   Gernert,   Vann,   Frontz. 
BOXERS 
First   Row—Mawhir,   Schuman,   Humphrey,   Sherck. 
Second   Row—DeHaven,   Wilkins,   Stewart,  Apple,   Baron. 
MANAGERS 
Keown,  Landis, Stewart,  Mustain. 
I Ml 
Page One Hundred Forty-one 
Page One Hundred Forty-two 
Page One Hundred Forty-three 
First  Row—Hawley,  McGee,  Powell,  Snyder,   Baker,  Pfeifer, Jump, Snyder,  Barnes. 
Second  Row—Lee,  Bitter,  Long, Fassett,  Schmel,  Seiler,  Bishop, Lutz. 
Page One Hundred Forty-four 
Page One Hundred Forty-five 
"A team for every girl, and every girl on a teem" is the slogan of the Women's 
Athletics Association. A program of intramural activities is carried on throughout 
the year, by the executive board and active W.A.A. members, for all women in 
school. Everyone is eligible to play on a team, but awards are given only to mem¬ 
bers and are determined by a point system based on participation rather than skill. 
The picnic for freshmen women during the first week in school marks the opening 
of an extensive and varied sport program. The fall sport season offers hockey and 
soccer as the major team games; archery, hiking, bicycling, bowling, ping-pong, pad¬ 
dle tennis, shuffleboard, tennis and badminton are also offered. Each season is closed 
by a sport supper at which awards are presented and new members formally taken in¬ 
to the Association. 
Page One Hundred Forty-six 
Basketball is the chief interest during the winter season and this year about eighty 
girls participated. Individual sports continue through the winter and spring season. 
In the spring baseball becomes the popular sport and there are usually about six teams. 
Tennis and volley ball gain much attention during this season. 
W.A.A. sponsors many activities outside of the intramural program, among them: 
candy sales at football games, alumni hockey game at homecoming, playday with the 
girls from Toledo University, and entertainment (this year a carnival), and the Wakan 
Campfire Service—W.A.A.'s farewell to her graduates. 
Page One Hundred Forty-seven 
'// III III, Us 
Page One Hundred Forty-eight 
Page One Hundred Forty-nine 
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Page One Hundred Fltty 
PEGGY SLADE 
VIRGINIA MAE POWELL 
IVA MAE BUSHEY 
ALICE SPRENG 
VIRGINIA ENGLISH 






MARY EVELYN GRAY 
EDWIN COOK 
NORMA SHEER 
Page One Hundred Fifty-four 









Page One Hundred Fifty-five 
DR. H. B. WILLIAMS, Director 
BESSIE STALLBOHM, Secretary 
Bowling Green has an army of over five thousand alumni scattered 
all over the world. Heretofore the University did not have the person¬ 
nel and funds necessary to follow-up its graduates systematically. Now 
that conditions are more favorable, it is proposed to undertake to as¬ 
semble the records of our alumni since their graduation. The plan also 
involves the collection of later information at reasonably frequent inter¬ 
vals in order to keep the records up-to-date. 
BUREAU OF ALUMNI  RELATIONS 
The University has recently established a bureau with a director in 
charge for the purpose of maintaining closer relations with the alumni 
and former students. The problem is being approached from the stand¬ 
point of the obligation of the University rather than that of the obliga¬ 
tion of the graduates to the University. Graduates have an obligation, 
no one will attempt to gainsay, but there is no better way to arouse a 
sense of such obligation, than for the University to set the example by 
doing its part. 
Page One Hundred Fifty-six 
HOW GRADUATES CAN CO-OPERATE 
It is a gigantic undertaking to assemble and organize this material, 
but the fact that most of the graduates are still under middle age will 
simplify the problem. After a careful siudy of the best practice through¬ 
out the country, a questionnaire has been prepared which is being sent 
to all graduates who can be reached. Any grduate who fails for any 
reason to receive a copy is urged to apply to the Bureau for one. The 
alumni can also be of great assistance to the Bureau in supplying the ad¬ 
dresses of classmates who can not be reached at the addresses given at 
the time of their graduation. 
USE OF MATERIAL 
The data obtained from replies to the questionnaire will be arranged 
by the Bureau geographically, by classes, and by courses into over a 
hundred groupings. A modern filing system will make this information 
available at a moment's notice. There is no intention to trespass on the 
province of any clubs or alumni organizations already in existence. An 
important function of the Bureau will be to encourage the formation of 
such societies and to co-operate with them in every way. 
ADVANTAGES TO GRADUATES 
The value of the Bureau is self-evident. To the University, it will be 
a clearing house for information about its graduates. To the graduates 
themselves, it will be a source of information about classmates and pres¬ 
ent college activities. As 1he movement develops, the publication of 
an alumni magazine will be a natural result. The Bureau hopes to be of 
service to many in securing better positions and professional promotions. 
It believes that alumni will readily see the advantages of having com¬ 
plete records of their activities since leaving Bowling Green on file at 
the University. If through this movement, the Bureau can bring to pass 
a finer spirit of loyalty and devotion to the institution, it will be a signifi¬ 
cant achievement. To this end, it pledges its best efforts and bespeaks 
the cordial support of all the friends of the University. 
The Alumni Office is centrally located and graduates are urged to 
make use of it as a place to secure information and meet their friends. 
A cordial invitation is extended to all who are interested to call at the 
Bureau Office and see a demonstration of the system that has been 
installed. 
Page One Hundred Fifty-seven 






Page One Hundred Sixty-one 
The American Way 
of Living 
We have the highest standard of living in  ihc world.    But we have not 
attained it by divine right.    Instead we have earned it by our efforts. 
Down through the years our people have practiced thrift.    They have 
been   resourceful,   courageous,   far   sighted.    They   have   worked   hard. 
And our country has forged steadily ahead. 
This bank believes that so long as these basic American principles en¬ 
dure, and as long as business men, banks, the people and the govern¬ 
ment work hand in hand, we will go forward. 
Our financial services can be very helpful to those who wish to move 
ahead. 
The Bank of Wood County 
MEMBER OF 
THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Page One Hundred Sixty-two 
T .FIT! VL AX'S 
CLEANERS                           TAILORS 
SUITS MADE TO MEASURE 
S         2   Hour Cash  and  Carry         $ 
E                                                  E 
R                                               R 
V         4 Hour Call and Deliver         V 
1                                                                    1 C                                  c 
E                                                E 
It is Clean —  It is Odorless 
Alierations,  Repairs 





CLASS OF   I93G 
Ranca I's -fa. eery 
We Cater to Special Orders 
186 S. Main                                      Phone 6471 
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME 
AT THE 
HOME OF BETTER GRADE FOOD 
THF PURITY 
Candy,   Ice Cream, Sandwiches 
"FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED 




OUR  COMPLIMENTS 
TO THE 
CLASS OF   1938 
Montgomery 
Ward Co. 






J. C. Penney Co. 




BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND   HEARTIEST  WISHES 
FOR SUCCESS OF 
THE CLASS OF  1938 
A. Froney & Co. 
Compliments of 
Rogers Brotiers 
I )rug Store 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
COLLEGE SUPPLIES 
PARKER  PENS 




MALTED MILKS, MILK SHAKES 
FRESH HOSTESS CAKES 
BOWLING GREEN AND NAPOLEON 
SKRVKL 
Gas Refrigerator 
THE REFRIGERATOR YOU 
HEAR ABOUT . . . 
BUT NEVER HEAR! 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Clazel and Lyric 
THEATRES 
CLARK M. YOUNG 
Proprietor 
Page One Hundred Sixty-four 
The Lorain Coal 
and Dock Co. 
1343 TERMINAL TOWER 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Jerseygold Bread 
"THE FRESHEST THING IN TOWN" 
The Jersey Bread 
Company 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
LET'S GO MODERN 
WHEN WE TRAVEL 
New and comfortable motor buses 
of The Cincinnati & Lake Erie Bus 
Company 
Will solve your transportation 
problems 
SERVICE TO: 
Toledo, Findlay, Lima, Springfield, 
Columbus, Dayton, Hamilton, and 
many other points. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
HOTEL MILLIKIN 
105 South Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 241 I 
Cincinnati & Lake Erie Bus Co. 
National Library 
Binding Co. 
WE SPECIALIZE IN COLLEGE, 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIBRARY 
BINDING 
309 Jackson Bldg. Phone Lincoln 8238 





CLASS OF   1938 





IDi ard VJx s Porter 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
Page One Hundred Sixty-five 
Compliments of 
D. W. Koon's Store 
Compliments of 
Smith's Barber Shop 
"ON THE SQUARE" 
Compliments of 
Anthony's Confectionery Store 
CANDIES AND  ICE CREAM 
OF QUALITY 
Compliments of 
Home Steam Laundry 
"DEPENDABLE CLEANERS" 
Compliments of 






Phone 9141 I I 6 East Court St. 
The plumber protects the health 
of the nation 
W. J.  GILLESPIE 
PLUMBING, HEATING AND ELECTRICAI 
CONTRACTING 
140 N. Main Phone 4561 
Division Page Pictures by 
Courtesy of 
Young's Gift Shop 
DO YOU  LIKE GOOD THINGS 
TO EAT 
STOP AT THE 
Shell Gas Station 
East Wooster Street 
ALL KINDS OF SOFT DRINKS 
GEO. ALDRICH 
The Parrot Resteurant is patronized 
almost exclusively by University 
students. 
Famous for home cooked meals, 
malted milks, and delicious sundaes. 
We carry a complete line of note 
book covers, fillers, and other 
supplies. 
Parrot Restaurant 






Fruits   and 
Vegetables 
'Page One Hundred Sixty-six 
n  Appreciation 
A distinctive privilege and extreme pleasure 
have been ours in having had the production 
of this book. We gave more than craftsman¬ 
ship of printing, and the fulfillment of a con¬ 
tract. A deeper regard guided us . . . We 
became as a fellow part of the school and 
the student body, entering into the spirit of 
the book's purpose and its contents and so 
lending our inspired loyalty to its every 
detail of issuance. And in that degree of 
appreciation, and to your school, we v/ish 
continued success. The Defiance Printing 




CLASS OF  1938 
Sunoco UHLMAN'S 
Service 
Clothing and Shoes 
Station Compliments of The Ohio Northern 
CORNER OF Public Service Co. 
WASHINGTON AND SOUTH MAIN  ST. AND 
The City Water Co. 
Paqe One Hundred Sixty-seven 
JAHN   &   OLLIER   ENGRAVING   CO 
817 West Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. - Telephone MONroe 7080 
Commercial   Artists,   Photographers   and   Makers   of   Fine   Printing   Plates   lor   Black   and   Color 
Page One Hundred Sixty-eight 
Dl El INDEX 
Alexander, Doris J 64-121 
Adams, Dorothy H   56-123 
Acock,   Malcolm   E __ 108-109-1 10 
Allen,  Margaret J 84-73-100-124 
Allen,  Mircile _____  105-124 
Allen,  Ruth   E _ _ ___69-84-IOO-l05 
Allion,  Harley    73 
Altman,  Mary J 72-1 I I -1 I 2-1 I 5 
Althaus, Wava  H   __.73-l23 
Amos,  Eileen     _.__50 
Andrews,  Elaine  69-122 
Angusbach,   Elizabeth   B    I 14-1 15 
Apple,  Paul  D   81-1 19-141 
Armbruster,  Leo K   .66-103 
Armstrong, John C   103 
Aspacher,   Martha  L 54-87-1 1-123 
Auer, June A    59 
Ault,  Emma L 66-84-92-94-96-106-1 14-121-126-155 
Avery,   Dudley  79-92-98 
B 
Bailey,  Charles  M   80 
Bailey,   Margaret  E    100 
Bailor,  Elizabeth   B   73-105 
Bair,   Helen   ......66-90-94-1 15 
Baker,   Ella   M...  105-1 I I 
Balsizer,  Evelyn  J.. 73-  18 
Balsizer, Jean  K   73 
Baltz, James W.  101 
Barber,   Ruth   A  73-121 
Barker,  Mary M .73-83-102-125 
Barna, Frank J 79-68 
Barnes,   Ruth   I 69-101-105-124 
Barnett,   Robert  E... 8 I 
Barnhart,   Keith  M ...82-1 10-108-1 19 
Baron,   Robert   ......70-82-102-141 
Barrett,  Beverly  R...   .73-1 14-123 
Barth, Lola M..  105 
Basel,  Nina   P .55-1 I 1-123 
Basinger,   Eugene   P ...80-127 
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